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THE SWEET GTRL GRADUATE.

Angel in a robe ofwhite
Standing there.

With a kiss of yellow light
On 5'our hair,

By the vermeil of yuur check.
By 3'our eyes th:tt more than spealt.
By all graces shy and meek,

You are lair!

You have learned to "parlcz vous,"
1 suppose.

And bave read some Latin, loo,
Verse .-ind prose;

Yon have wept Franccsca's woe,
Read your Emerson, I know.
And can tell us where the Po

Flowed and Hows.

You mayhap have deeper gone
Eyen than this.

Though I would not wager on
What you wis.

Yet, perhaps, your books among
You have learned, although so young,
How to write the English tongue�

Learned miss 1

Read us now the essav, dear,
Erudite;

We will listen, never fear,
VVith delight.

Forwe know 'twill be a treat,
Wi.sdom's ebiiicest, richest meat�
And you look so very sweet

All in ivhitc]

Take your parchment with the rest,
School is out;

I/Ct no lear disturb your breast,
And no doubt.

Whether you arc dull or wise
There is something in those eyes
Sure all critics to surprise

And to rout.

Beauty no diploma needs.
Earned or bought,

Beauty of itself succeeds,
As it ought.

'Tis the thing we all adore,
That we strive for mure and more�

You are music, art, and lore.
Heaven wrought! �George Htirliiii, A '7S.



EDITORIAL.

Cleveland, Ohio! August 26, 27, 28! Already these

figures for these days on our calendar begin to turn red, as we

look at them and anticipate the glorious good time that the

coming Karnea will bring to us when we are gathered again in

the hospitable "Stillman," where the last two Karneas were

held. The journey to the beautiful city of Cleveland, the in

evitable and delightful excursion on Lake Erie, the meeting
and greeting of Deltas from all parts of our circle from Boston,
Virginia, Tulane, Colorado, Minnesota, and Michigan, and the

encompassed states, the enthusiasm, the banquet, and the new

acquaintances among the actives and alumni,�are not these

pleasures enough to satisfy the most fastidious and enthusias
tic Delta pleasure seeker? But this is not all there is to the

Karnea, even of pleasure. There remains the pleasure and

satisfaction of hard work, well done, for the beloved order,
and any delegate who proposes to represent his chapter, and

expects to do so without giving hours to hard, intelligent work
at the Karnea, better take a substitute along to help fill the
place which he will otherwise merely "rattle around in." The

Karnea, and this one particularly, means ^vork, not for the few

older, experienced heads, but for all, alumni and active, senior
and freshman, There are no new notes in the gamut for us,

but some will sing loudly on one, and some on others, some

will attempt minor strains, and others persist in clinging to

majors. But underneath all will be the "making of music in

the hearts" that have but one grand aim, tho' the voices shall
start out in different keys�the aim to do the best things for
one of the best fraternities, and to make the thirty-first Karnea
the best in the history of Delta Tau Delta.
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"But we cannot take Bro. Babcock's advice in discussing
the other chapters. It is our policy not to publish any iiarsh
words about any other fraternity." So writes one of the chap
ter correspondents in his chapter letter, and it well illustrates
two tendencies in chapter correspondents we have striven in
vain to overcome. The only logical inference from the above
seems to be that nothing but harsh words could be spoken, and if
such be the case the writer took a very diplomatic way of
expressing his sentiment. He seems to have wholly misunder
stood the meaning of a very plain request�to tell some facts
about rival chapters. When will chapter correspondents learn
that it is interesting to alumni and actives to know where the
honors lie in oratory, scholarship, athletics, etc., even though
they have fallen into the enemy's camp? It is not necessarily
a disgrace to tell that a A KE took valedictory, or a <? iC IPthe
first place in athletics, or that the champion debater was a J 3".
It is interesting to an alumnus to know how the leadership in

scholarship may change, who the strongest rivals are. It may
be of direct profit to the chapter. Let's be fair and on the

right side, as ready to praise as to say the harsh word (which
at least half the time the editor will refuse to print). Let us
tell whole truths and not half truths, and give our readers
some means of checking up our boasts of superiority.

*
*
*

Wc take this, probably our last, opportunity to express
again our thanks for and appreciation of the almost perfect
and unfailing courtesy with which our demands have been

treated. When the management of the Rainbow came into
our hands about two years ago, there came also numerous

doleful congratulations upon the result of the election of edi

tor. There were prophecies of the neglect that would sour

our editorial tempers, and the indifference that would turn our

milk of fraternal kindness into the gall of disappointment. As
to the fulfillment of these prophesies we leave the eight num

bers of the Rainbow to speak. Happily, some of the "old
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timers" of the "good old times," if these prophecies were

based on fact and experience, have passed off the scene of

action, or into semi-barbaric oblivion. Neither is it strange to

say, that some of those who gave the most cynical raven-croaks
for our encouragement have scarcely lifted pen or voice in our

aid. Some of them have not even paid their subscriptions.
Alumni and undergraduates are alike busy men, and a whole

library of contributions was not expected, nor did it come, but
where we have asked for an article on a general or special topic
wc have generally gotten it, so the great faults of the Rainbow
for the last two years may be laid at the door of the editor-in-
chief. The facetious and flowery chapter-letter writers, together
with the pugnacious and war-like ones, have alike been victims
of the blue pencil, whole contributions have been "laid aside,"
and high and low alike have been cut and mutilafed( ?), but for
all of these things we have no apology. We hope that our

successor (and we are sure the Karnea will elect with great
care) will find the work as pleasant, the Deltas as large-hearted
and willing, and the support as cordial, as we have. Then the
Rainbow will come many steps nearer the ideal journal which
the fraternity world is seeking.

# �

Since the last Karnea many matters of importance have
come up, matters such as only a Karnea can properly settle.
This has given rise, in the minds of many earnest thinkers in
the Fraternity, to the sentiment that we should return to the
former plan of annual meetings, and this is one of the import
ant questions to be settled in August. But let no one forget
that, with this one is most intimately associated the question
of finance. Certain it is that the Division Conferences do not

adequately fill the place of the Karnea in the off years. These,
with the old questions of extension, contraction, finance, ritual,
discipline, centralization of government, &c,, must be faced
and dealt with by frank, fraternal, business-like methods. The
list of official delegates, so far as we can giVe it, is as follows;
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B. B, O. Higley; A, D, R. Anthony, Jr.; E, R. L. Parmeter, C.
E, Allen; Z (the whole chapter, we hope); H, ]. J. Campbell; 7,
II, M. Rich; 7v', II, R. Dewey; M. H. N. Cameron, O. H, Bas

quin; H, L. W. Haworth; X, A, E, Duerr, F. W. Bope; T, J, C.
Bolger; <f, J. T, Montfort; A C. A. Ballreich; li B. Max Ehr-
man; B A. H, H, Smith; BE, R, B. Daniel; B 'A, T. A, Hall,
W.F.Clark; 5/7, Geo. D. Head; 7? TiT, Delos Holden; 5 M, H.
G, Chase, W, S, White; B :�. Oscar Storer. Besides these
there will be a large number who will represent their chapter
by their words and good cheer, even though a vote be denied
them. In the chapter letters will be found answers to a ques
tion propounded in our last circular, sent out recently, "What

suggestions have you for the next Karnea'?" To these answers

the attention of all expecting to attend the Karnea is earnestly
invited, that with clear ideas and loyal energy the business
shall be attended to in a busines.s-like. vvay.

*
*

*

It will be with deep regret that the Fraternity will learn of
the resignation of Lovyrie McClurg, president of the Fraternity.
This resignation was placed before the Arch Chapter early in

April and finally accepted by that body, though Bro, McClurg
was urged to withdraw it, which he declined to do. To use his

own words, "The deijiands of business upon my time render

this necessary, much as I regret to sever my official connection

with the Fraternity. It has taken a longer time than it should

to come to this decision, but I have been hoping that circum

stances would so shape themselves that it would be possible to

remain one of your number; in this I have been disappointed,
and this action is forced upon me," No one can regret more

sincerely the train of circumstances that have brought this

resignation than the editors of the Rainbow, for no one else

has so loyally supported them in their work, by direct contribu
tion, wise suggestion and frank criticism as Lowrie McClurg
has. But this is only a small part of the debt that the Frater

nity owes to him; for more than ten years he has had a promi-
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nent part in looking after the Fraternity; he has held various

important official positions, and seriously neglected his business

interests to do so, and while some of us have differed with him

on important questions, we all join in words of unstinted praise
for his watchfulness, loyalty, enthusiasm and earnestness for

the interests of Delta Tau Delta, The newly elected president,
Bro, Orrin Scrfass, of the Nu chapter, Easton, Pa,, has no easy

place to fill, but from the cordial words of those to whom he is

better known than to us. we have no fear for the future.
*

* *

After the last Rainbow had gone to press a chapter letter
from Beta Iota came along as nonchalantly as though it were a

week ahead of time. Of course it was not "in it," but the

chapter atoned for its neglect by at once printing copies of
their letter and they were sent to all the chapters. Surely a

model atonement, but better no need for atonement, than this

self-imposed fine,

* *

The chapter-house system seems everywhere to be gaining
ground, and the last addition to the number of chapters keep
ing open house is the Epsilon, The boys have done well, and
are justly proud. One year of a living in a well managed
chapter house will make tliem indisposed to return to the old

chapter hall.



ROMAN VILLAS: ANCIENT AND MODERN.

AN HISTORICAL IDYL.

(Written at Romi:, ISMO, and ri-ivritten, by request, for the Kaincow at Marietta,
Penn,, 1S91.)

II.

The well preserved remains of two Columbaria afford
those who vyish to study the relation of master and slave among
the ancient Romans, an opportunity to see the burial place and
customs of a wealthy Roman family, the one contsining the

sarcophagi of the master's family, the other the cinerary urns

of the freedmen and slaves. Fain would I describe to you the

delicate tracery and rich painting vyhich can be seen on the

.spaces between the dove-cot tombs (the meaning of the word

Columbaria), for each little arched recess i.s dove-cot in shape
and contains a simple earthen urn for the ashes of the dead
freedman or slave. Birds whose plumage is as fresh as when

painted eighteen centuries ago, and graceful scenes of daily
life, tell us what people did in ancient times; they form

"Genre" pictures of ancient Roman life. One scene portrays
two men fishing; their lines and rods are the same in form as

used now. They wait patiently for the fish to nibble and then

to bite. One of the two fishermen seems ready to draw his

line from the water. Another scene represents two chickens

picking the grain from wheat whose bearded ears are ready to

stick anything but the adroit beak of the eager fowl. One can

almost see the process of finding the longed-for grain. The

glowing brilliancy of the red, blue and yellows exceeds

description. Robins, peacocks, doves and ducks fly, strut, coo
and paddle about as if in their native elements; whilst snipe
and different kinds of water fowl wade among the reeds or fly
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frightened from the marsh, evidencing the fact that the painter
understood his art. It seems remarkable that life is prevail
ingly delineated in these Columbaria scenes; the only excep
tion being that of the fisherman, which may symbolize that
cruel death is snatching away some favorite slave. That the
ancient Romans had a faint idea of immortality cannot be

questioned; but whether this delineation of living objects in
stead of funereal scenes is symbolical or simply the freedom
which vvas allowed the artist, cannot be determined. There is

danger in ascribing too much or too little in the premises, al
though the inscriptions on memorial tablets to the dead would
not favor the symbolical idea as much as the sculptured figures
or painted scenes of still life do. Whether in this a different
ideal can be traced and found between the aesthetic develop
ment in sculpture and painting amongst the Romans and
Greeks is more tangible. The Greeks were, however, in their
tomb sculptures, more devout than the Romans, and particu
larly graphic in their delineation o� the parting scene between
the living and the one dying; the latter is usually portrayed in
the act of saying farewell, seated instead of lying on the dying
couch, the mother or father with cheerful countenance and
encouraging word bid farewell. A marked difference exists
between Roman and Greek burial ideas representing the one

dead as living, not beyond the grave, but as a symbolism of
their aversion to death; whereas, in Roman portrayal, birds
and animals are used in Columbaria painting as well as in
scenes from the life of the one to whom the tablet is dedicated
in sculpture. This is, however, subject to reservation, espec
ially in southern Italy, as being affected by Greek influence.
As cremation was not as perfect then as now, the cinerary
urns are mostly filled with the bones instead of the ashes of the
dead. The little terra cotta urns, similar in shape and size to a

milk crock, fit so cozily in their arched niches. On their tops
rest the same lids which have remained there almost two thou
sand years. The names of the freedmen or slaves are placed
under their respective niches in which the urns rest. Frescoed
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walls attest the love and care which the master and mistress
had for their faithful servants. It is not unlike the custom
which existed in the South before the Civil War, of burying
the slaves in the same graveyard as the master's family. It
recalled the faithful Judith, Henry, Serena, and Mary of a happy
Maryland home in Frederick,

A picturesque walk shaded by trees leads from the Colum
baria of the slaves to the more sumptuous, but less unique
mound-crypt of the master's family,� the latter is more prosa
ic, the former more quaint and interesting from an historical

standpoint. Marble Sarcophagi and Cineraria contain the
bones and ashes of the family, on some of which handsome
carving is seen. The former rest in Arcosolia : the latter are

placed here and there where preference or space permitted.
Over the entrance, life-size portrait-busts in white marble relief
confront those entering the tomb, and seem to frown at the
modern profanation to which the ashes of their dead are sub

jected. The whole forms a silent yet speaking witness of an

cient days and customs, which it would be well for us to emu

late. There is a subtle fascination in walking about such places
and reading the inscriptions on the marble slabs or frescoed

wall. Repeatedly here I visited those same Columbaria, and
each time with renewed interest, -The rapid decay to which

things are subjected in the United States, and even in Medii^val

and modern Rome, stands in direct contrast to the excellent

preservation of such monumental buildings and memorials.

They are not damp like our burial vaults but dry and attractive.
The modern Roman tomb does not compare with them, either
in beauty of finish and design, or in enduring strength. Brick

staircases lead from the ground level to the one or two stories

beneath. They were either constructed by private families or

burial fraternities and associations, who sold them to families

or individuals with the right of inheritance. As such they form

a special feature of Roman burial cuitus. Some were so large
that they held six hundred burial urns. Over them were placed
small dwellings in which the person lived who kept the tomb
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in order, attending to the votive libations and especially pre

pared the tomb for the annual burial meal which the Greeks

and Romans celebrated in the place where their dead lay.
On all the principal roads as the Via Latina, and Via

Appia the remains of the tombs are seen. The most celebrated

are the Columbariaon the Via Appia which Octavia erected for

her freedmen and slaves, and the e.^quisite tombs of the Vale-

rii and of the Pancratii on the Via Latina,

But the evening sun is sinking and the evening air chides us

to remember the malaria which is creeping slowdy over the

Campania. Before the shadows gather let us take a glance at

the Villa itself. The extensive walls of the Villa Pampili Doria
are adorned with frieze of an unusual order which may be term

ed archa;ological. Marble sarcophagi and friezes of ancient

buildings were imbedded in the walls of the Villa at the time

of its construction, presenting a rare effect, and forming an in

teresting study. One of these represents a shepherd with a

lamb on his shoulder and sheep grazing on the sloping hillside.
Scroll work and vines, garlands and mythological .scenes are

portrayed on others. The effect is somewhat arch.tologic, but
not museum-like, the entire hill having extensive remains of an

ancient Roman burial-place. Yet there is nothing sepulchral
or gloomy in this weird place, Nature decking everything with
freshness, and art relieving it with beauty. The visitor never

tires of the Villa Doria Pampili, for the view from its roof is

perhaps the finest in or near Rome, The city with its numer

ous domes and crosses stretches far and wide. The Quirinal
and Vatican, though separated by the Tiber, form but one

picture, however divergent their inmates are ; in the former
lives the king; in the latter, the Pope, The Palatine relieves
the scene by its gaunt and solemn pines, whilst the statucd

gable of St, John Lateran, the cathedral of the Bishop of Rome,
leads the eye to the farthest limit of the city. Modern Rome
with its churches, palaces, museums, and villas seems to vie
with ancient Rome's ruins and prestige, in forming a scene

which is not only interesting and fascinating, but absorbing.
George Merle Zacharias, T ''jy.



THP^ VALUE OF THE SMALL COLLEGE.

The saying of a certain witty foreigner. "The average
wealthy American goeth about like a roaring lion, seeking what
he may�endow," finds perhaps its best illustration in the
multitude of small colleges and so-called universities, which
owe their existence to the desire of some one to establish a

lasting memorial to his or her name. In the early years of the

country a few thousands sufficed to found an institution, and so

they have sprung up by the legion in the territory west of the

Alleghanies, though the "cultured" East has not escaped. So
there are Drake, Bucknell, Flobart, Ilamline, for example ; and

denominational institutions, like Hanover, Centre, Hampden-
Sidney, Lombard, Adrian, Ripon, Wittenberg, by the dozen and

the score. Many of the best educators declare this infinitessi-
mal division of the funds devoted to education, a great evil, and

prophesy the disappearance of these "illegitimate" universities
and "high-school" colleges. They see in their visions, the small

college withering in the shade of the "great" institution, and
all the best men flocking to the halls of the " great" universities,
as they did in the middle ages. But the messiah of the educa

tional world does not preach alone in the great ha^Is in

America. The small colleges have a most important mission,
and one that they have fulfilled nobly and will continue to

fulfill.
The same rule holds good in education as in intemperance,

and here lies one of the strongest arguments for the existence,
and continuance of the smaller colleges, and against the asser

tion that all the best men will go to the great institutions.

Multiply the saloons in a town and the number of drunkards

will be commensurate with the temptation to drink, Andsothe

presence of a small college often acts as a stimulus to higher
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study, from the very fact of its convenient situation. No better

illustration can be furnished than the distinguished Hebrew

scholar. President W. R, Harper, of Chicago University, who,
it is said, received his first impulse to advanced study from vis

iting a small college near his town, in the capacity of musician

in a band. From attending that almost unknown college he

has advanced to the head of what will be, in God's providence,
one of the greatest universities in the country. Many of our

brightest professional men have found their lagging ambitions

supplemented by the proximity of some small college, and
from the start gained there, have taken professional or post
graduate courses in some of the greater institutions in this

country or in Europe, and have achieved fame and honor. It

is not true to-day that all the best men are found primarily in

the great institutions, though they may ultimately work there.

The great institutions are growing, but so are the smaller ones.

Perhaps the time will come, and it is to be hoped that it will

come, when the majority of these smaller colleges will serve

as feeders to the rapidly 'growing "university" portion of the

great institutions. But the seeds of inspiration must be sown

in a vast number of cases, in the small school, for the inspira
tion of a good college near at hand must ever over-balance the

inspiration of a great college afar off.

Again the personal element, the powerful personal influence
of professor on student, and of student on student, will be at

the maximum in the small or comparatively small institution,
and at the minimum in the great one. Men by the thousands
count as among their most precious aquisitions from a college
course, the impulses born of intimate friendships with profes
sors and students of high and noble characters. Does any one

venture to deny that these personal influences are stronger in

the small college than in the great one? Hundreds of men

pass through Harvard, Michigan, and Cornell, without meeting
such noble scholars as preside over them. Not long ago a son

of one of the great publishers in New York, of a family known
all over the land for culture, said to the writer, at a reception
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given to Dr. C. W. Eliot, president of Harvard, that he had
never met Dr, E. but once before in his life, though he had

graduated from Harvard since Dr. Eliot was president. Such
a thing could not occur in a small college. Even the fraterni

ty life in the small college takes a different, a warmer, and
more personal and less club-like aspect. The chapters are

usually smaller, the financial eligibility necessary to support a

large chapter house is not so carefully considered, and as a con

sequence the fraternity ideal different, and perhaps loftier.
While it is true that in engineering, mining, mechanical,

electrical, and civil, and in the advanced lines of science, the

great institutions have decided advantages yet in literature and
the arts, and the greatest of all arts, character-building, the end
of all true education, the small colleges have a grand mission,
and mo.st of them are fulfilling it nobly, attracting to them

selves noble young men and young women, and inspiring them
with love of knowledge, love of truth, and true culture. As
fountains of thorough scholarship and inspiration to advanced

study, the small college will live and.thrive,
C. B.

FAITH AND DUTY.

God made me; I will not apologize�
The workmanship is his; if firm and fair,
The credit of its strength I do not share;

If it be rudely reared, and men despise
Its (]UEiint design, and deign to criticise,
I make no murmur, for I have no care�-

I question not the Builder here nor there,
Believing still that all his ways are wise,
This is the one swccL duty thai I claim;
To keep the palace chambers coo] and pure
And lily chaste yvithin, while they endure,

And all the many turret lights aflame ;
To pour love's wine, and bid the world take part,
Around the purple altars ofmy heart.

�James Newton Matthews. i~ (prime) 'IS.



MISSION OF COLLEGE FRATERNITIES.

A TOAST.

The mission of the Greek Letter Fraternity is a subject
which can neither be ignored nor lightly considered for it has

its origin in the necessities of our own nature. Its existence

may be expressed by the truism: "Man is a social being."
"Whoever is delighted in solitude is either a wild beast or a

god."
The mission of the fraternity is threefold: To cultivate

the higher social nature, to secure a high grade of scholarship
and to fortify the aspirations and ambitions toward nobility of

purpose and purity of heart.

Bring together a band of students and they immediately
begin to organize themselves into parties, cliques or clubs.

They will not simply oscillate between the class-room and

study-room groups of some kind are inevitable. Students of
similar tastes will form themselves into parties for mutual

'

benefit social and intellectual.

What, then, is the nature of that sympathy and friendship
of College Fraternities? Human alone? Nay more, it is
divine! The fraternitymay be likened to a brother to whom you
may go and disclose all your griefs, joys, fears, hopes, in short,
everything common to student life, confident of securing in re

turn, a warm, hearty response, a word of good cheer.
As an incentive to high intellectual culture we each recog

nize it. Each member of any fraternity� our own for example
�feels that the success and reputation rests partially upon him,
hence his increased desire to excel even his class-mates, at
least to sustain a reputation for being a studious fellow. Be
sides there is usually a sharp rivalry between college fraternities
hence the intense desire of the fraternities each to outdo the
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other and carry away the laurels after a health contest, both in

the class-room, in contests, and in all public entertainments.

Again the college fraternity seeks to develope manly
character. That a society should seek for its membership the

best scholars, the best writers and speakers, and especially the
best moral men shows conclusively wherein lies its strength.
I think the rule, not the exception, is that good morals are

conditions of membership. So soon as a student becomes a

member of a college fraternity he, at once, assumes added re

sponsibilities and is conscious of the fact, that a part of the

present and future outlook of the fraternity is committed to

his care and keeping. It necessitates, therefore, a restriction

upon his conduct greater oftentimes than that of college rules

and regulations. His self denial, I am aware, may not always
be that higher and nobler type, yet who can tell but that in

time it may develope into a more exalted state and view things
from a more sacred relationship?

And yet, these college fraternities have been bitterly ex

posed and as hotly defended. May this opposition soon

disappear! Since the pessimist with his dissecting knife in one

hand and his microscope in the other will not cease from seek

ing faults and blemishes this side of the grave, may we still

remember that to many the rough marble is but a block of

stone to hew, while the sculptor with his artistic eye beholds in

it a celestial figure which with his chisel he will bring forth in

all its beauty and sublimity. George Herbert has quaintly
said:

"The man that looks on glass
On it may stay his eye,

Or if he please may through it pass
And then the heavens spy."

The faults of the Greek Letter Fraternity are but tiny

specks upon the glass while the lens opens unlo us a field of

growth and betterment,
*' C. M, Brodie.



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA.

[The plates for the illustrations ore Idndly loaned by the University,�Ed,]

The University of Minnesota existed, on paper, as early as

1851, when the Territorial Legislature passed a law providing
for its establishment "at or near the Falls of St, Anthony." Six

days later, Congress appropriated "a quantity of public lands,
not exceeding two entire townships," for the use and support
of the Univerity, But the territory, tho' rich in possibilities^
was poor in population and schools. The preparatory depart
ment, opened in 1851, continued three years, but the debt

incurred in erecting the first building, the financial crash of

1857-8, followed by four years of war, destroyed almost all but
the name of the University, But in 1864, the Hon. John S,

Pillsbury was made chairman of a committee with full power

to sell the property, and pay the debts. By 1867. the institu

tion was out of debt, and for its salvation at this time, and for

much of its prosperity since, the University is greatly indebted

to Ex-Governor Pillsbury, The University might, with as much

propriety as many institutions are named, be called Pillsbury
University, for Mr, Pillsbury, in addition to a money gift of

$150,000, has given financial ability and years of time and

unfailing interest worth many hundreds of thousands.

It was not till 1S67 that the preparatory department was

again opened, and not till September, 1869, that college work

proper began, so that in reality the University has only just
completed its twenty-second year, P"rom these small begin
nings, by a process of evolution unparalleled for magnificence
and rapidity, the University stands to-day among the first ten

in the country in equipment and in attendance, and among
state institutions, endowed by the general government, and

' supported by the state, second only to Michigan. It has a
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productive endowment of nearly Si,000,000, and during the

past year has had enrolled one thousand, one hundred and

eighty-three students, distributed as follows: graduate students,
45; colleges of science, literature and arts, and mechanic arts,

672; law. 176; medicine, 154; dentistry, 36; veterinary medi

cine, 8; agriculture, 104. Besides the above regular courses,

there is also a school of design, a school of agriculture, and an

agricultural experiment station.
The University is situated in the city of Minneapolis, and

surrounded by a beautiful campus of forty-five acres, much of

which is covered with magnificent oaks of native growth.
Overlooking the river and the Falls of St, Anthony, it is

altogether a charming location. The array of buildings, of

which the reader may gain some idea from the illustrations in

this number of the Rainbow, is very imposing, though at

present the buildings of the colleges of medicine, dentistry,
and agriculture are not located on the main campus. The old

Main or Academic Building, 170 x 90. built of blue limestone,
stands opposite the main entrance to the campus. In its base

ment and three stories are housed the library, consisting of

thirty thousand volumes, executive offices, and the departments
of literature and the arts, while on the third floor is the assem

bly hall, accommodating about one thousand. Near the Main

Building stands the square, red brick Law College, and the

Students' Christian Association Building, a cozy structure of

red sand-stone. On the other side of the Main Building stand

the College of Mechanic Arts, a three story, red brick structure,

and tlie new Physical and Chemical Laboratory.builtofRoman
brick, co-sting $100,000, At the end of the row of buildings,
stands the massive Pillsbury Science Hall, facing the corner of

the campus, set aside for athletics. This building of red and

buff sandstone, {5240x90, and cost about $250,000, of which

Ex-Governor Pillsbury gave �150,000. Here the departments
of Botany, Geology, Biology, and Physiology, together with

the School of Mines, and the State Geological survey are
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located. The equipment of the departments of Physics, Bot

any, and Biology is unexcelled in this country.
Tlie faculty, presided over by President Cyrus Northrup,

LL, D,, numbers about one hundred and ten professors and
assistants. Among the men of especial eminence in their lines
are Wm, W, P~olwell, LL, D,, professor of Political Science,
author of numerous papers on economic subjects; Jabez
Brooks, D. D.. author of the widely-used text-book on "Attic

Greek"; N, H, Winchell, M. A,, professor of Geology, and
State Geologist; W, S. Hough. Ph, M,, editor of the P~nglish
translation of Erdmann's History of Philosophy, and W, Xavier
Sudditth. A. M., M,- D� D. D. S., dean of the College of

Dentistry, The departments of Law and Medicine already
feel the advantages of their location in a large city, or rather
in the joint suburbs of two large cities like Minneapolis and
St, Paul, Many students in these colleges are graduates of the
"great" Eastern colleges.

By the wise planning of Dr. P"olwelI, when its president,
the University stands at the head of a well co-ordinated .system
of free public schools, graduates from the fourteen high schools
of the first class being admitted on the presentation of their

diplomas. The institution is free (save a registration fee of
$5,00 annually), co-educational and progressive. It is one of
the first western institutions to take up university extension.
Several classes have been conducted by the professors, in both

Minneapolis and St, Paul, some of the classes reaching in num

ber more than two hundred. In every way tlie two years of
extension work have been eminently successful.

Such, in brief, is the University of Minnesota, the home
of the Beta Eta Chapter of Delta Tau Delta, and the two-years'
residence of the Rainhow,�an institution whose percentage of
growth during the last six years lias been greater than that of
any other institution in the land, and this, too, despite the fact
that it has recently dropped all preparatory classes, and has no
musical or painting annexes.











THE IOTA CRUISING CLUB.

The organization of the Iota Cruising Club, and the annual

outing of chapter Iota is the result of the building of a hand
some little double marine engine by Bro. W. II, Van Dervoort
in the shops at the college.

In the year 1889, eight of the boys of the chapter built
and equipped a beautiful little steam-launch, the "Iota", which
was launched in the waters of Little Traverse Bay in August,
The "Iota" is twenty-seven feet long by five feet beam, and

can easily carry twelve persons. She is covered with a light
wooden top, and has canvas sides. Her decks are of black

walnut, maple, and oak, and some fine wood carvings clecorate
the hows. She is equipped with lights, signals, and life preser
vers, as she, as well as her captain and engineer, are obliged to

pass marine inspection. The little craft rides the water like a

duck, and has proved herself both fast and seaworthy, and al

together a credit to her builders.

In the first year of its existence, the club cruised in the

"Iota" from Charlevoix, where ten days had been delightfully
spent, to Detroit. The experiences of that first year are full of

excitement and pleasure, and there is also much discomfort

and hardship to look back upon, and to avoid in the future.

The "Iota" has been thoroughly overhauled this year, and

leaves the college in better condition than ever, Groesbeck

and Bauerle have nearly finished a new engine, which will be

a model of strength, utility, and beauty.
The organization of the club has been changed so that all

the members of the chapter may be included in our summer

trips, and it is hoped that, from our modest beginning, a per

manent resort for Delta Tau Delta may be founded in the

beautiful northern lake country of Michigan,
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This year the boat will be freighted to Saginaw; part of

the club will accompany her on the trip of three hundred miles

to Charlevoix, while the rest go direct by rail. We expect to
be in camp Iota, with ample accomodations for entertaining all

who come, by the 12th of August, and must break camp again
on the 24th. It is our cordial desire to entertain any Delta

brother who finds his way into Northern Michigan while we are

at Charlevoix, ,
1

The "Iota" will probably be lelt at Charlevoix, and the

boys intend to spend the summer vacation each year at that

most delightful of all the resorts,

J. N. Estabrook,
Captain.

A SLIVBR FROM THE SPHINX.

Thon broken syllabic blown far a-west,
Blown hither over bleak, abysmal seas.
From that grim mystery ot mysteries

That frets the world�still keeping unconfest
The secrets of the jeons 111 her breast !
Time, liejiding there upon his tired knees.
By that dumb wonder of dead centuries,

Covers his face, appalled at his own jest !

The petty geiiersitions pause and pelt
The sleepless brute, with vain importunings.
Seeking to solve the riddle as she stands;

Beneath her changeless stare the ages melt
Like suDwflakes, and the Simoon's sullen wings

Muffle her silence with the Libyan sands.

�James Newton Matthews, r(prime) '7S,



THE NEBRASKA ALUMNI.

A few words concerning the Nebraska Alumni Association
of the Delta Tau Delta may be of interest at this time to the

many readers of the Rainbow. It will be remembered that our

association is not yet two years of age. At the time we applied
for permission to perfect our organization we anticipated both

pleasure and benefit from our coming together in the capacity
of an alumni chapter. Our expectations have been more than

realized. We are to be congratulated on having a splendid set

of fellows whose interest in Delta Tau is apparent from the

close attention they give to every question that comes up which
is of importance to the general fraternity.

The following is a list of the members of the Association

together with the chapter into whieh they were initiated during
their college days ;

Chapter Delta : D, W. Cook, F, M, Cook. G. L. Fisher ;

Chapter Kappa: N. S, Harwood; Chapter Omega: D, O.

Lane, J. R, McKim, F. J, Hainer, E, L. King, M, I, Aitken,
C. H. Sloan ; Chapter Omicron : J. L, Teeters, D, L, Love,
C. W. Haller, E. J. Cornish, W. T, Stevens ; Chapter Upsilon
Prime : Will Stuil, Louis Stull, Watson Pickrell, Will Fickrell ;

Chapter Lambda: F., H. Chapin ; Chapter Sigma : H. L. Day ;

Chapter Epsilon : C. S, Miller ; and W. S, Summers, who was

initiated at Omega and then transferred to Delta.

Doubtless quite a number will read the Rainbow who will

need but a single glance at the above list of our membership
to satisfy themselves that we are in a healthy and prosperous
condition. If any of "the boys" think we do not know how to

entertain, let them drop us a line, and designate the time they
will be in this city and at liberty to accept our hospitality.

The association is made up of business and professional
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men who find great pleasure once in a while in laying aside

business cares, and throwing off professional responsibilities,
and having a grand, good time. It is a well known fact that

Delta Tau boys can either talk or eat at a moment's notice.

Some of our boys have been away from college halls for a

good many years, but they have not lost a single Delta Tau

ear mark. They are always ready for a banquet hall, and you

can draw a sight draft on them for a splendid speech at any

time.

They are a set of fellows \yho believe in coming together.
They live four feet square rather than sixteen feet long. As

sociation makes character. Society is more than is solitude.

The grandest social societies in the world are those that spring
from a fraternity basis. The organization of alumni associa

tions of Delta Tau Delta should be encouraged. They should

be greater in number, and larger in membership.
Yours fraternally,

W, .S, Summers,

THE TWIN CTI'Y ALUMNI.

One of the pleasantest occasions of the year for the Twin

City Alumni Association, and the Beta Eta chapter, took place
at the Holmes, Thursday, May 28, A delightful time they all

had, too. In the first place it was a meeting of hearty, loyal
Delts; in the second place, the banquet, or dinner, or "eat" be

gan at the very sensible hour of 7 f. m. (a custom adopted by
the association); in the third place, it was followed by toasts

full of stirring reminiscences, and, last but not least, by the
initiation of Ernest A, Wright in the Beta Eta chapter by the
active members, assisted by K. C. Babcock. Those who know
the Holmes and its dinners, need no minute description of this
dinner with its eight courses, and those who know the twenty-
five Delts, know they did ample justice to it with royal gusto.
After the menu was disposed of, under the excellent toast-

master, J, W. Mauck, Jf, the following toasts were given: "Why
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this Feed", A. W. Warnock, 7J77; "Back Number Days of Be
ta Eta," Frank N, Stacy, BU; "The Delts at the Bar," J, I,.
Wicks, 0; "The Delta Press Club," F, II, Oilman; "The Single
Unfortunates," W, B. Augir, K; "Fratres in Facultate," K, C,

Babcock; "St, Paul," H, C, Baker, M; "Our Delta Girls." L.

L. Pierce, 577; "The Mission of Delta Tau," P.J. Neff, BH.
P"rom the table, the company adjourned to one of the par

lors, fitted up for the occasion, and witnessed the initiation,
after which a pleasant hour was spent in recalling old days and
old ways. And thus ended the third and last banquet of the
Twin Gity .'\lunini Association, for the year. Twice the mem

bers of the active chapter met with them, and filled the long
Tau-shaped table. It vyas not, however, out of consideration

for the "young things," that the association adopted the plan
of an early evening banquet, but because it seemed the proper
and sensible thing to do, and so far it has worked like a charm.

Those present were: J, W, Mauck. W. B, Augir, of K; H. C,
Baker of M; J. L. Wicks, C, E. Thayer, of 0; C. J. Traxler, X
Prime; C. G. Van Wert ai A; Geo. W. Halbert of fel; H. S,

Taylor of N; F, N. Stacy, Max West, K. C, Babcock, Fred Gil-

man, A. W, Warnock, W, W. Dann, of BE; and of the actives

of BH. A, J. Schumacher. II, L, Hartley, L. L, Pierce, F. H,

Barney, F. A. Gutterson, Porter Neff, Ralph Sewall, E. A.

Wright.
The association has been rather slow in getting itself in

the regular ways of moving and eating, but it is in a decidedly
healthy state, and extends a hearty invitation to all Deltas who

visit the Twin Cities to call upon its members, or if at the pro

per time, to give the association the pleasure of their presence

at one of the "eats."
Kendric C. Babcock, Sec'y,



COLLEGE ANNUALS.

The responses to the requests for college annuals have not

been as numerous as we had hoped they would be, but the few
that have reached us thus far, have so interested us by their
excellencies that we have partly forgotten the crowd we

expected. Such well-dressed, thoro'ly representative, mature,
aesthetic visitors as our old friend.s, the Cornellian, the Epitome,
the Palladium, and others, and the new faces of the Brown and

Blue and others, make us reconciled to the paucity of annuals.
The annual has become quite as much a part of the college
publications of many of the colleges, as has the college catalog,
calendar, or register. In fact it's a sort of student's ca.ta.\og, an
Appleton-like annual supplement to the official college publi
cation.

The first one on top of the pile is the modest, pretty
Brown and Blue, of Tufts College. This volume, number
seven saifh the title page, is neatly bound in blue cloth,
printed in dark blue ink and excellently illustrated with
fine photo-gelatine plates. The volume opens with a fine picture
of the Barnum museum of Natural History, which is followed

by the feature of the number, an excellent portrait and extended
sketch of Phineas Taylor Barnum, the donor of the museum,
who in later years has been almost as widely known for his wise
benevolence as for his "greatest show". Another interesting
feature is the reproduction of the first number of The Tuftonian,
the college paper, bearing the almost ante-deluvian date, Oct.,
1864. The usual lists of faculty, classes and fraternities, with
the too common fraternity plates, and caricatures of indifferent
merit, follow. We notice that our lusty chapter of 23 men

is represented on the board of editors by Harry Blackford
and p-rancis H. Doane, ,The portrait of Prof. J. Schneider, Ph.
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D. and the Rev. Prof. C. H, Leonard, D. D,, and .the plates of
the glee and banjo club, and the foot-ball team, are admirably
done. We must leave the Brown and Blue, with one of the

several "Epitaphs" from "Des Plaisanteries", whieh illustrates

the creed of the college and perhaps the speed of its Pegasus,
Beneath this stone in mouldering dnst,

Lies "Pesky", kno^wn to fame.
In Ninety-one he cast his lot

And preached against hell's flame,
The calm, the peace of all his day,

Were given unto strife;
And tho' he walked in honor's way.

Wild discord filled his life.

The Palladium, from University of Michigan, appears in

the glory of white cloth, with an artistic title in black and gold,
on one cover, and on the other an advertisement of a Detroit

jewelry firm, which looks like the picture of an explosion, with
fraternity pins flying in every direction. 'Tis, withal, a dainty
cover, and a vast improvement over the flapping, tannery-per
fumed, hand-painted apology for a cover that the Palladium

had two or three years ago. But, of this Palladium, the words

in praise of the cover hold good of the contents. It is neat

and artistic in its every particular, though the quality of illus

trations' is not so high as in some past years, most of them

being in half-tone, but well made. The first thing in the volume
is a full page cut of the campus and university hall, then follow
the title pages with good pieces of drawing. Indeed, all the

original drawings (chiefly head-pieces and tail-pieces, for indi

vidual caricatures are happily dispensed with) are excellent.

The board of editors is "managed" by P, E. Stillman, TJ 0 71,
and A T A is represented by W. J, Hinkson. And now we

make a bold skip, past faculty list, Senior list, Junior list, law,
medical, &c., past eighty pages, oh! ye Greek gods and

goddesses, eighty pages of fraternity matter, including the

"plates" which are popularly supposed to adorn (?) an annual.

The Palladium ought to rise in the dignity of its Vol, XXXIII,
and put away such childish things. But when you get out of
the wilderness there are three good portraits and biographical
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sketches; Mr,, Joshua Waterman, who gladdened the hearts of

all the University by giving %20.0QO for a gymnasium; Prof,

Martin L, D'Ooge, the celebrated professor of Greek; and

Prof. Bradley M, Thompson of the Law Faculty, The

multitude of organizations for all sorts and conditions of men,

women and children crowd out all but the merest handful of

jokes and reduce the quota of poems to a small number, and
those of real merit. We give two of the best, the first, by F.

N, Scott, awarded a first prize, the second by 1, K, Friedman,

rilE CHIMES.

Jangling bells in high clock-tower,
Zig-zag chimes that tipsy go.
Ring that craKV tunc you know,
For the useles.s inter-lmur.

Chorus (imitation of chimes).

Winter's gloom and spriiig-tinic's glee.
Morning's stir and evening's calm,
Still you sing that same old psalm,
In your doleful minor key. �Cho,

Bells that quavering rise and fall,
Tuneless Ijclls that strangely chime.
Sweet shall seem your voice sometime
When in dreams we hear you call,�Cho,

WHEN HORACE SUNG.

When Horace snng, the soft blue sky
Hung like a silken tent on high;
No raj' of Procryon pierced the shade
The lofty pines and poplars made
To cool Digentia purling by.

What glance from Chloe's sjjurkling eye
Unto his songs gave sweet reply,
What music swept hoth glen and glade.

When Horace sung.

How oft for peace like that I sigh,
Crazed by this city's hue .^nd cry.
But after all, I would not trade
My life for life like his, fair maid.
Because, forsooth, you were not nigh

When Horace sung.
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Even more immaculate than the Palladium is the Orifiamme,
with its white, limp cover, plain silver inscription, and silver-

gilt edges. It comes to us from Franklin and Marshall College
with the compliments of Chapter Tau, and, we notice, Tau's

representative on the board is J, Calvin Bolger. The volume

begins with a portrait of Rich. C. Sehiedt, Professor of Modern
Languages, and scattered through the number are excellent

plates of the interior of the literary society halls (which look

quite palatial in their outfitting), the glee clubs, foot ball, &c.
But the caricatures and original drawings are positively execrable.
How such dainty covers can hold so much crushed-ink-bottle

art is past finding out. If the Cornellian goes to the extreme in

its superabundance of poetry and rhythmical, stuff, the

Orifiamme certainly can plead not guilty, for it has scarcely
five lines of poetic matter beyond the prologue. Whether it

is because F. and M. is not co-educational, or because it is

against their religious principles there, or simply because the

muse was busy at Cornell and Minnesota, we can not say; we

simply know that there is plenty of good, unadulterated prose.

The Epitome of Lehigh University comes in all the elegance
of fine enameled paper, cloth binding and silver title. With a

page of "views of the campus," a portrait of Prof, W. H, Candler,
Ph, U., and the foot ball game with University of Pennsylvania
in autotype, and the usually interesting array of plates of the

glee club, foot ball team, editorial board. &c., the four hundred

and twenty-four students of Lehigh ought to feel proud of

their annual, and the board of editors especially. The board

is presided over by W. W. Blunt, J <?; A T A \^ represented by
C, M. Case and the business manager, Edwin Dodge, The pen
sketches are many of them excellent, as for example that of

the Ace Club, One of the noticeable features is "Historical

Memorabilia." As the literary matter is small in quantity and

local in application in the main, we refrain from quoting.

The Gopher oi the University of Minnesota Is hardly up to

the standard set by the board of '91, Though there is more in
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it, in cuts and pages, the quality of most of the cuts, as of the

editors, the football team, &c., is very inferior, A T A is rep
resented by L. L, Pierce. One of the "features" of this volume

V, is the trio of portraits, a steel plate of Judge O. P, Stearns.
the new regent, the late Gen, Sibiey. president of the board of

regents for many years, and a half-tone portrait of the late

Gordon E, Cole, also a regent. These are all accompanied
with excellent biographical sketches. The cuts of the.campus
and buildings are very good. In the place of the fraternity
plates, the board have done a most excellent thing, in breaking
away from the conventional. Instead of the plates or groups
of members, they have inserted half-tone plates of the college
buildings where the fraternities were first organized, and an

interesting group these plates make. They have some real,
live interest in them. Out of the total registration in all

departments of I183, 262 arc members of fraternities. The

pen sketches are fairly good, as are several pages of reproduc
tions from kodak plates, A piece of good, original music,
"Amor d'un Fly", with some diabolical polyglot words, is

decidedly funny. The literary work is quite voluminous and

good, especially the "Tales of the old University Times" by
some alumnus. The poetry, though copious in quantity, is of

only average quality. We might, however, except the follow

ing on "School Loves."

"School loves come quick in fall time,
And go as quick in June.

They meet, they love in small time,
This youth, this maid, in fall time.
Who love, they think, for all time;
Who think they love,�till June,

Oh! love comes quick in fall time.
And goes as quick in June,

The Cornellian deserves only praise save for its 114 pages
of fraternity stuff, just one half of which, as we have stated

above, might be better devoted, to say the least. The treat

ment of the names of the two upper classes, the lack of class

plates, andthe cartoons in their places, are unexcelled by any
annual of the year. The same might be said of the pen sketch
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and the portrait of Cornell's benefactor, Henry W. Sage, and

the large number of half-tone plates. Cornell must have had
a first mortgage on the muse of poetry, judging from the forty-
five poems, long and short, that appear in the Cornellian. Is
the lake as prolific of poetic inspiration as of aquatic athletics?
The average is not so high as in the Palladium, but much is

praiseworthy, especially that of K. F. R, We give a specimen,
and then close our review of the year's annuals, with this

review of the Cornellian, on the whole, the best of them all.

ON THE NEW LIBRARY BUILDING.

The hour was twelve, and hammers click.
And chip of stone has ceased;

The workmen ate their noonday meal.
Two mild-eyed horses, nose to nose.
Took from the long feed-box their share,

And munched, and mildly gazed.

No stone will ever speak their praise,
Nor graven line, their part;

Mere Titan strength is left unsung,
(icnius and intellect displayed,
Leave patient labor in the shiidc

To blindly win them lame,

K, C. B.



DELTA TAU DELTA IN LITERATURE.

BESCHItElBUN& EINIGEK NEUEd CorEPODEN DfJD El.-iES NKUN COPEPODEN-

AUNLiciiEN Krebses, Lecckartella pabadoxa. By Charles
L, Edwahub, a. M,, Fellow iu Clark University,

This paper was accepted as a thesis for the degree of Ph.
D., by the University of Leipzig, and publislied in the "Archiv

fur Naturgeschichte" Jahrg. ^j, Bd. i. There are described five
new species of Copepods, four of which represent new genera
and one a new family. Besides these copepods a most peculiar
form Leuckartella paradoxa, representing a new order of the

Crustacea, is described. All of these new forms were found in

the body cavity of a Holothurian, where they had been carried

through the tender walls of the "water-lungs", during respira
tion. The Holothurians were collected in the Bahamas by the
author, who is engaged in a work upon the embryology of a

species common there. The paper is illustrated by three
double lithographic plates with eighty figures, drawn by the
author.

Some Tales from Bahama Folk-Lobe; Chas, L, Edwabiis, A. M., Ph.
D.. Fellow in Clark University, (Lambda, Prime, Lombard Uni
versity, and founder of Beta Alpha),

This paper, read by Dr. Edwards before the annual meet

ing of the American Folk-lore Society, November 2g, 1890, and
later published in Folk-Lore, is the second of a series of papers
on this subject, the first having appeared in August, 1889, in
the American Journal ofPsychology. It is one of the secondary
results of a summer spent by Dr, Edwards on the Bahamas,
whither his embryological investigations had led him. Written
in the belief that " a consideration of the folk-lore of any race,

gives to a large extent an index of the intelligence and the en

vironment of that race," he gives this picture of the community
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where he spent the summer, and whither he goes again for the

coming summer,

"It is under the sunny skies of the sub-tropics, where an

even tempered atmosphere invites man to be lazy, and the
struggle for existence can always be postponed for a day, that
there is a good opportunity for cultivating story telling. Un
der these conditions, in a community largely cut off from the
rush of human affairs, with few books and newspapers, where
every animal and tree and jutting headland is a matter of im

portance, the stories are strongly localized, and become built
into a folk-lore at once peculiar and interesting. Such a

community is Green Turtle Cay, The inhabitants, as to eolor.
are about evenly divided, the white population being rather

stupid and narrow-minded, albeit the negroes are bright and
interesting,"
An LntboutcTORY Course in Old English, By .^s.sistant Professor M, J,

WiLKiNS, M. L., and Instructor Kendric C. B.\i)COCK, B, L,,
(Beta Eta, '89, University ofMinnesota 1 , Minneapolis, .Minn, By
the English Dep't of the University of Minnesota, 1891, pp. 155.

"A concise, but comprehensive elementary book in Old

English, resting upon the results of recent philological research,
* * * a practical handbook, not only giving O. E.
elements, but also pointing out the way from Old English
toward the Modern," Preface.



PROM THE CHAPTERS.

RKTA CIIAPTI'IK�OHIO UNIVERSITY.

Beta is drawing near the close of a pleasant and profitable
year. At the beginning our numbers could be counted on the
fingers of one hand, and now we are proud to say we number
ten as strong men as there are in college, and have two of the
best students pledged, who meet with us at every meeting and
are growing up "strong in the faith,"

Beta can say, and speak truthfully, in every report this
year that we are in better condition in every respect than we

have been for years. This is mainly due to the character of
the members of our chapter and the unanimity with which
everything is done. Also every man is eminently able to sur

vive if he were cast out alone in the realms of "barbarism."
And when you find a man that can stand alone, then unite him
with several of like characteristics, we have a body in which
there is no mean merit. Beta claims this, and is open for in
spection.

We have been honorably represented iu everything this
year, holding important offices in the literary societies, athletic
association and Y. M, C, A,; taking honors in the oratorical
and society contests; appearing on the program of every public
entertainment given by the students and on several given by
the town. Your scribe, in beginning to enumerate the things
for which we are proud, finds them too numerous to mention.
and will refrain from wearying our readers with a further
recital.

We expect to take our share of the prizes Held Day,
which takes place June 23rd. Last year we took over half.

We will hold our annual banquet at the home of Professor
D. J, Evans, Wednesday evening of commencement week.
The Prof, is one of the most loyal Deltas in the city, and does
much towards strengthening the chapter,

C, F, Blake. '91, ^ A O, brothers L, W, Hoffman, '90, and
F, W. Bush, '92, will run a daily paper during commencement
week, which promises to be a credit to the institution.

B. 0, Higley, '92, has been elected delegate to the Karnea,
with J. A. Shott, '92, as alternate.

In conclusion we say we can congratulate ourselves on the
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work done during the last year and hope to meet many Delts
at Cleveland in August.

F. W. Bush.

DELTA�UNIVERSITV OF MICHIGAN.

Our commencement is perhaps later than most colleges,
being June 2Sth. The result of our year's work has been quite
satisfactory, Tho' our freshmen class is not large, we have a

few good specimens. But as far as freshmen are concerned.
Delta fared better than most chapters in Michigan University,
as the class of '94 is noted more tor its numbers than quality of
its members.

The best work that Delta has accomplished this year, was

the removal of a local chapter debt, bequeathed to us from
former years.

We have had our share of honors, having a senior presi
dency, managing editor of "The Inlander," representing the
highest type of college journalism, the assistant management
of the "Chronicle-Argonaut", an editor on the "Palladium",
and representatives on all the hop committees and social affairs
of the year. We place ourselves upon an equality with the
"Palladium" fraternities, several of wdiich excel us in some

points, whereas we have our points of superiority over many
of the others. One senior, three junior, one sophomore, and
four freshmen, return next year. We have four pledged men

sure, lience will have a good working force. We contemplate
moving next fall into one of the largest and finest houses in
town, the residence of the late Prof, Winchell, So we will be
able to provide commodious quarters to any Delts from other
chapters who will be with us next year,

Bro. Anthony will represent Delta at the Karnea, The
next Karnea should take steps to weed out those chapters in

colleges which have retrograded, and arc not up to a dignified
standard; and also to inaugurate a policy of conservative
eastern extension. As to the feasibility and necessity of

holding our Karnea annually, we think there can be no ques
tion. Our growth demands it. There is much important
legislation awaiting the next Karnea, and with the growth of
the Fraternity, the organization becomes more complex, the

government more difficult, and hence the necessity of more

frequent conferences of all the chapters.
In regard to the organization of alumni chapters, the

benefits aiid strength arising therefrom, are too patent to need

more than a mere mention. Much of the chapters' strength
and assistance must come from her alumni. If there is any
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wisdom in college fraternities, there must be wisdom in the

organization of graduate chapters of such fraternities. In all
our efforts, however, to advance the interests of Delta Tau
Delta, it must be remembered that ours is a conservative policy.
Caution should be our watchword. No charter should be

granted excepfupon the most rigid investigation, "Fraternity
extension" is proper, but it may be abused. Let the chapter
as well as the individual standard be high, and the effect will
soon be seen, in the added strength thereby given to the gen
eral fraternity^.

D. R. Anthony, Jr.
Ann Arbor, June 10, iSgi,

EPSILON�ALBION COLLEGE.

Since the last issue of the Rainbow, Epsilon has enjoyed
unjJrccedented prosperity. The chapter house has been the
means of bringing all the boys under one roof, and during the

past term we have experienced a new phase of fraternity life
which we never realized before. The opposition whieh was

raised at the time of our entering the house has gradually
disappeared and a reaction has set in which is sure to be for our
benefit. The Board of Trustees hold their annual meeting on

the 24th, and will then take final action in regard to our

occupying the house next year. What decision will be made
it is difficult to say, but it hardly seems possible that the Board
will be governed by such a short sighted and ancient policy as

to attempt to keep out a feature of college life which has
become a fixture in almost all the prominent colleges of the
country.

As we look back and review the year's work a feeling of
satisfaction and delight fills our minds, and, although we have
been deprived of our share of college honors by the combina
tion of the other two fraternities against us, yet the school year
of '91 will be ever regarded as one of the banner years of
Epsilon's prosperous career.

Of our opponents the ^ Z's are the most formidable, and
they take a prominent part in all ot the tlepartments of the
college, Tlieyl T's we have never looked upon as rivals. They
lack the energetic and aggressive spirit which is so essential for
a chapter's prosperity, and the fact that in college politics these
two are always arrayed in solid phalan.x against us only the
more emphatically shows the commanding and leading position
which we hold in Albion College.

But what of the future'? We will begin the school year
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next fall with twelve men, losing only four by graduation:
Bro. Leonard, who lyill go into business here at Albion; Bro.
Newell, who contemplates a trip to Europe to study with the
great masters of the brush and pallet, and Bros. Lovejoy and
Armstrong, both of whom have joined the conference of the
M, E. Church in this state.

Entering upon the next school year with twelve loyal
Deltas the same careful and conservative spirit will ever mark
Epsilon's career, and, with our chapter house in addition, the
year '92 sliould be even more eventful and prosperous than any
preceding year. The Pan Hellenic spirit that has pervaded
this institution during the past year is most worthy of mention
and it has culminated in a series of receptions tendered by the
different frats to the fraternity students of the college. On
the evening of June 12th. Epsilon threw open its house to all
fraternity students and members of the faculty. Guests were

present from Detroit, Grand Rapids, Jackson, Lansing and
Battle Creek. It was one of the swell events of the season,

f)n the afternoon of Saturday, June 13, the ladies of the KA
fc> fraternity entertained the fraternity students and faculty at a
garden party given at the beautiful residence of the Rev.

Washington Gardner, Mu, '69, It was a most pleasing and
delightful affair. On Saturday evening, June 20, a reception
was tendered the fraternity students and members of the

faculty by the ladies of the.^ XO. sorority at the home of one
of their members. This was the social event of the season and
the ladies took advantage of the opportunity to make it the
swellest affair ever held at Albion, Epsilon's delegates to the
Karnea are R. L. Parmeter, '92, and C. E, Allen, '92, who will

'

endeavor to help inaugurate a more conservative policy in the
extension of chapters. Allow me to introduce to the Fraternity
I-oyd Swarthout, '95, who successfully rode the festive goat on
the evening of June llth. Eu, E, Ijduo,

ZETA�ADELBERT COLLEGE,

With this, our last chapter report, we close a most active
and prosperous year in our fraternity work at Adelbert. Inter
est and ambition have been kept up to the highest pitch until
the very last moment. Our initiates of the year have all

proven themselves worthy men. both in college and fraternity
work, and they all bless the day of their entrance into the
realms of J T A. With the outgoing class we lose but one
man, Bro. Thomas, and with five pledged men, who are the
cream of their respective classes, we may indeed look forward
to a prosperous and successful fall campaign when we expect
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an unusually large freshmen class at Adelbert, and some hard

work is in store for us.
The convention in August seems to be creating excite

ment in all the chapters, judging from the reports. That is

glorious ! but let the excitement go on, increase at every mo

ment, until the convention is over. Let everyone come, young
and old, collegians and cx-collegians. Cleveland will hold you
ail, and our boys here will welcome you all in the true Delta

spirit. Our chapter was invited to attend the wedding of Bro,

S. S. Wilson, of Willoughby, Ohio, on June 16, and attend we

did. No reports can sufficiently describe the glorious time we

had. As a chapter, we wish Bro, Wilson every blessing. Bros.
Thomas and Williams will act in the respective capacities of

advance agent and business manager for Prof, Moore,. one of

our leading professors of music here, who intends making a

lecturing tour throughout the east. Hoping to see you all in

August, I remain Yours fraternally,
Henry A. Beeker.

ETA�BUCHTEL COLLF.GE.

The last term of the present school year will close at

Buchtel June 25th. and Eta feels justified in saying that the last
year has been a prosperous one. We are few in numbers, hav

ing initiated only two freshmen this year, but they were the

men we wanted, and we preferred to have a small chapter
rather than to take in men who'were not congenial.

We have newly furnished our hall during the year. Our

boys have won their share of the honors and hold their share of
the offices at Buchtel, We hardly feel like putting it as strong
ly as a member of one of our rivals did a short time ago, when,
in writing to his fraternity periodical, he said that his chapter
was superior to all others in the college, and was approached
only in numbers. This statement appeared rather ridiculous to

those who happened to know that the cliapter to which this

young gentleman belongs is greater so far as numbers are con

cerned, than both the otliers put together. However, numbers

excepted, Eta is the equal of any chapter at Buchtel, and all
are in fine condition,

J, J, Campbell will represent us at the Karnea.
Owing to the rapidly increasing prosperity of Buchtel,

some new buildings have become an absolute necessity, and we

are to have a new science building at once. The prospects of
the college and chapter were never brighter than they are at
the present ti'me, and both are predicting glorious victories for
next year. V. R. Andrew,
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IOTA�MICHIGAN AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.

News is rather scarce at Iota, tho' we are thoroughly
alive, working right along, and will be heard from again very
shortly.

The loss of four men this year crippled us somewhat,
especially as two of the men were upper class men where we

were the weakest.
During the year, we have initiated three men from '94, and

one from '93, and have lost four men from the roll, leaving us

with thirteen members at present. But our sister chapters
must remember that there are two months more in lota's school
year, and we expect to have two more excellent men by that
time,

Michigan Beta of <5 ^ 0 began the year with four Seniors,
one Junior, and two Sophomores, and have initiated four Fresh
men, Their Junior has left, so they will begin the new year
with two Juniors and four Sophomores,

Bro, Hicks, formerly an Epsilon brother, has been placed
on the sub-faculty in the Botanical department previous to his

graduation, and while doing his work there, is keeping up his

studies, and will take his degree in August, We sent Bro, J, L.
Potter as our delegate to the conference at Greencastle, Ind.,
and Bro. H, M. Rich will be our delegate to the Karnea.

We think our prospects for next year are good; we have
our rooms in excellent condition, and expect to put in some

fine new furniture next year.
The chapter expects to be cruising round tlie straits of

Mackinaw and northern Michigan from the 12th to the 24th of
next August, and extend a hearty invitation to all Deltas who

may be in that vicinity to join us on our cruise, or at least to

pay us a visit at Camp Iota, and take a ride on our pride,
the steam-launch "Iota,"

H, M. Rich.

KAPPA�HILLSDALE COLLEGE.

Glancing over the year's work, wc feel pleased with it,
while at the same time, Kappa mourns the loss of nine strong,
true Deltas. We have taken a fair proportion of prizes and

prominent positions in society contests, and Bro. Leverett has

published for Amphictyon Society, the finest souvenir history '

ever issued in the institution. In class-room work Kappa has
maintained the high reputation won by our older brothers.

Chapter meetings have been very well attended consider
ing the amount of work done by some of the fraters.
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Three names have been added to our list during the year,
one of the new brothers graduating in '93, and the other two

in '94.
At class-day exercises, June 15, four out of six literary

productions were delivered by Deltas; and at Commencement
exercises our men did themselves and the Fraternity credit.

Owing to the fact that Prof. Smith has been doing post
graduate 'work in Biology and Embryology at Harvard since

January i, we have not had as many professors as usual this

year, but next year we will begin with our former number�

four.

Taking everything into consideration, the prospect has
never been better for the college than it is for next year, and,
though we will sadly miss the advice and experience of our

seven graduating brothers, and the kindly good cheer and

fellowship of those who cannot return next year, we feel that

by hard work and true Delta push we shall be able to hold
our position at the head of fraternities in our school. Both
our rivals, ^ A G and A 'III, will have strong chapters here,
and each has some good men, but, though we lose much, and
have much to overcome, we feel quite sanguine over the
result.

Kappa would suggest that the Karnea should take a more

determined position against "lifting" and "lifted" men. We
want nothing of that sort of material, and the harder we "set
down" on it, the better it will be for us.

It seems that something will have to be done in regard to
the Ritual, also. Would it not be well for every delegate to

go to Cleveland with some fixed idea as to what should be
done?

Kappa's representative at the Karnea will be
H. R, Dewey.

MU�OHIO WESLEVAN UNIVERSITY,

" No Gush " ! All right. Things at the O. W. U, have
been about the same as ever, perhaps a little more "hustle",
more buildings, more faculty.

Chapter Mu has had a good year. We are in high spirits
not for any one thing in particular but for everything in general,
and have just initiated another fine fellow - C. H, Brownell.
We started the year with eleven men, have had five initiations,
one expulsion, and one withdrawal making for us now fifteen
solid men. We graduate three men, and of our Junior class,
Bro, John Keating has been elected to a good position where
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he will teach the greater part of next year. He has enough
work out ahead of his class so that he will graduate all right
next year, but we shall miss him in our fraternal relations.
Thus the old number eleven boys will be back for the pleasure
and the work, ready to perform the ceremony for a few more

boys already Delts save the initiation.
To the above numbers we might add another name, for

W, G. Hormell, 'Sg. has been almost in the chapter during the
last two years. He will now go to Harvard where he will take
a post-graduate course in the Sciences,

In regard to the ranking of the various chapters in the O,
VV. U, we arc very free to say that Chapter Mu stands at the
head, but we cannot take Bro, Babcock's advice in discussing
the other chapters. It is our policy not to publish any harsh
words about any other fraternity. If this were observed more

generally I think a better feeling among the fraternities would
result. Instead of "giving the devil his due" we should give
him cause to respect us.

Our delegates to the next Karnea are H, N, Cameron and
O, H. ISasquin. and we want to see started there an eternal
hustle for some schools that count, and an eternal sit-down
upon little one-horse schools,

Oi.iN II. Basquin,

XI -SIMPSON COLLEGE.

We indeed regret that we cannot wait a week before
writing our letter, as Commencement is just at hand.

This has been a year of steady growth for the college, and
solid prosperity for the chapter, A ladies' hall has been com

pleted at a cost of $i8,000. The State Contest, held here in

February, served as a stimulus to college spirit. We were

content with ranking second in oratory this year, but expect to
carry off the honors in '92. Simpson sent a large delegation to
the Inter-State at Des Moines, A new feature is a battalion,
at present under the charge of Prof, Tilton. Anns have been

secured, and the drill will be a part of the college course.

We have had a strong chapter this year. Three of the
best members of '94 have been initiated. Brothers Youtz and
Henderson left us during the winter term but will return next

year. We have furnished a new hall, much better and larger
than the old one. Our latest event was the eighteenth anni
versary of the founding of the chapter. Brothers Joe S,
Chamberlain, oiTl, was present and helped along the merriment.
Our eighteenth annual banquet will be given June 24, In
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addition to the "old boys," we expect fraters from Omega and
Omicron,

One of the most enjoyable events of the year was the

banquet given by 77 5 ^. The majority of our chapter at

tended and unite in pronouncing it a complete success. The
Tri-Deltas also banquet soon, and will no doubt add to their

already enviable reputation as hostesses.
Seven of our eight men take part in Open Sessions, Exhi

bitions, Contests, and Commencement exercises. Brother

Jamieson completes the course this year, the youngest of

Simpson's graduates. Brother Woods appears on the Barker
Oratorical Contest, Brother Stahl on the History, and Brother
Haworth on the Junior Thesis Contest for the Badley prize,
R, C. Harbison, Ogden, Utah, would have brought us the last
honor for the year, as he was chosen to deliver the Master's
Oration, but was not able to do so. S. L. Van Scoy was offered
the honor last year but was also compelled to decline,

2 A E is also well represented. They have some good
men, but how many we are unable to say, since most of
them are sub rosa. They have badged but one initiate this year,
but are an aggressive set of men.

Our boys will be far dissevered during the summer, but
will gather to the number of nine. Brother L. W. Haworth is
our delegate to Cleveland, He will probably be accompanied
by some of the fraters.

We regret to learn of Bro. McClurg's resignation. Here's
greeting to his successor,

H.'iRRY H. Hartman.

CHI�KENYON,

In looking over the year just past,Chi can see many changes.
We have a nice suite of rooms well furnished, and our members
have been increased one hundred per cent, so that together with
Psi Upsilon and Delta Kappa Epsilon we stand at the top
numerically. We have met with reverses, but altogether we

are in' a healthful condition, ready to renew our struggle next

year. Prospects are very evanescent, hence it will be a better
idea to wait until the October number and then tell of our

realization.
Our rivals are all enjoying life more or less, Psi Upsilon,

and Delta Kappa Upsilon have made little progress, but they
also have lost nothing, and, with the exception of Psi Upsilon,
which loses one man by graduation, they will probably begin
next year with a good number. Alpha Delta Phi will begin the
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year with two Sophomores, Theta Delta Chi with one Senior,
while Beta Theta Pi loses by graduation its entire chapter-
rumor says that the chapter will take the charter along.

By graduation we lose none this year, and now stand by
classes, two Juniors, three Sophomores, and one Freshman,
The honors which we have obtained during the year have been
enough to satisfy both our demands and our vanity. Bros.
Duerr and Bope are our regular representatives at the Conven
tion, but we expect to send as many more at least.

A sliort review of our institution is quite appropriate, but
very difficult constitutional changes, so long looked for, have
been made, and now Kenyon College includes the Theological
Seminary of the Diocese of Ohio, Kenyon College, and Kenyon
Military Academy. This change, is a good one, but there are

others from which we hope to receive equal benefits. Dr.
Bodine. to whom we owe to a great extent these changes, severs
his connection as President, while one or two others of the
Faculty will probably leave, A new era should begin for Ken

yon; whether or not it will, the future alone can prove.
Alvan I-:. Duebr.

TAU�FRANKLIN AND MARSHALL COLLEGE.

The Commencement exercises of Franklin and Marshall
Collage which took place on June 18, closed a year which was

one of the happiest in the history of Chapter Tau. The end of
each year seems to find her at a much higher position than that
which she occupies at the opening. At the beginning of the
last year, when we were able to take possession of the finest
fraternity hall in the city, every Delta felt proud and able to
enter the conflict with our sturdy rivals with new zeal, deter
mined to produce harmony in the relation of everything pertain
ing to the life of our chapter. We were conservative in our

choice of men and quiet in our manner of rushing them. In
almost every instance we had opposition from rivals, but
seldom lost the prize. Once, indeed, we won what for a short
time appeared to us to be a jewel, and although this seeming
treasure is now the property of X #, yet we are happy to say
it was not surrendered.

We have abandoned our chapter hall permanently, and
when we next assemble, we hope it will be to dwell together
more nearly as Delta brothers should. Wc propose to lease a

property for the purpose of a chapter home. Our rival chap
ter of ^ Jf ,^'. heretofore a very brilliant one, suffers a loss of
five men through graduation, leaving only two men to build up
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the chapter next year. A great effort will be demanded to

maintain its existence, ^ K '^ initiated two '95 men before

banqueting on the night of June 16,
Bros. Harnish and Hay graduated with the class of '91, �

but both will enter the theological seminary next fall. We
have remaining for next year a membership of nine, and one

'95 man pledged.
There will be a larger increase in the number of students

at the college next year than ever before. Improvements in
the way of instruction, buildings and general accommodations
have been in progress during the whole of the past year, and

the college is continually becoming more attractive. The

annual alumni dinner was held in the new gymnasium building
on June 17, and on that occasion funds were raised for a physi
cal laboratory.

J, C. Bolger will represent Tau at the Karnea, and it is

probable that one or two other representatives will be present.
Tau is deeply interested in the welfare of the fraternity

at large, and feels that her extension is a matter that deserves
the most careful consideration. All matters, too, wdiich have to

do with the merit of the different publications of the fraternity
are worthy of much consideration at the coming Karnea,

Tau's actives, together with a number of visiting alumni,
assembled on the night of June 17 at Payne's cafe, and after

making merry for several hours, bade a final farewell to one

another for the year. J, Cal, Bolger.

omega� IOWA AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE,

This spring term has witnessed a marked advancement in
the growth of the college. The annual income has been increased
by one-third, and in consequence a superior force of professors
hold the newly created professorships, while the older ones are

retained at better salaries.
The present Freshman class numbers over 160. an increase

of 40 over last year's class. A magnificent building, "Morrill
Hall", has just been dedicated, and will ever be an ornament to
the college. The appropriation for the erection ot this hall
was secured through the efforts of ex-president Chamberlain.
The chapter has been steadily improving in literary work
throughout the year.

Our chapter has been rewarded in the military department,
two of our three Seniors being captains in the college regiment,

Bros, Ballreich and Hutton have acquitted themselves
well in the Shakespearean club ; Ballreich as Shyloek and
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Hutton as Antonio in their latest presentation. With TI B ^
we have given "The Rivals." also during the past term.

On the evening of June 17, Omega gave her 17th annual
banquet to the chapter's alumni, H B ^ and AAA. After a
short literary session the banquet supper was served to seventy
persons. This was followed by responses to toasts by Bro.
Summers. Bro. Fegtlcy (S). E, J, Hainer (a charter member),
and Pres, Blaidshear.

The presence of thirty alumni, for three days, did much to
make us resolve that we will proceed through the coming terra
with renewed effort,

Bro. Ballreich will represent Omega at the coming Karnea
and perhaps another member not yet appointed will also go.
Bros. Hutton. Kearney, and Dyer will remain at the college thi.s
summer. Bro, Chamberlain goes cast to spend his vacation.

Our college has a new outfit for its gymnasium, and in the
recent state athletic association contest won first places for
distance ball-throw, high jump, and hitch and kick.

Rob. M, Dyer.

lU'lTA llETA�DE PAUW UNIVERSITY,

DePauw has undergone a steady growth this year. The
number of students has increased over that of any previous
year. A new building is now being erected for the Theological
school, DePauw is held in check from making many improve
ments which would be made if it were not that the endowment
fund, which at present amounts to over three million dollars, is
so connected with the DePauw estate that it will not be availa
ble for three or four years. Prof, Jenkins and Instructor Greert
go to Leland Stanford University next year. B B began the

year with ten actives ; during the year seven men were initiated,
six freshmen and one sophomore. The chapter has lost three
men during the year, one by death and two who left schooL
This leaves the chapter with fourteen 'actives, but Bro. Caylor
who has done post-graduate work in the university this year has
attended all meetings, virtually making the number fifteen.
Two, Bros. Stratton and Taylor, are lost by graduation, and
Bro. Clow of the Sophomore class will not be in next year.
This leaves B B eleven men to start with next year.

There are eight rival frats. here. With the exception of '^
N, which was just established here, they have from thirteen to

twenty-five men. A K E suffers the greatest loss by graduation
and in actives who will not return next year, of any chapter
here. With this exception our rivals will all start out well
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numerically next year. Bro, Max Ehrman will represent B B
at the coming Karnea, which should certainly take steps toward
the withdrawal of weak chapters from inferior institutions and

adopt a more conservative policy, so that in the future but few,
and those the best institutions, might be entered,

Thad. S. Alle.

BETA delta�UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA.

Once more the gay commencement season has come, and
Beta Delta has added another successful year to her past suc

cessiul ones. The past term has been an unusually quiet one

among the Greeks at this institution, and good feeling has
existed among them all.

P>ery fraternity here is in a prosperous condition.
We lose by graduation this year. Bros. G, D, Pollock, J.

Cloud, and W. R. Jones, the latter graduating in the law depart
ment.

In the commencement exercises we are fully represented.
Our prospects

� for next year are most bright, and we will
recruit our ranks with a number of the most promising young
men who will enter the University next fall.

Our representative at the Karnea will be Brother H. H,
Smith of '92, and well will he represent us.

Best wishes to all the chapters. W. T, Kelly,

BETA EPSILON�EMORY COLLEGE,

Emory College has just closed her mo.st successful year.
She now stands on an equal footing with sister colleges, and
with H. H, Stone in the chair of Applied Mathematics and J.
E. Dickey as adjunct professor of Pmglish, she cannot fail to
help more satisfactorily and practically the coming generations
of Georgia, The endowment fund is at last completed and of
course that means better pay to the faculty and more students.

To say that Beta Epsilon is flourishing by no means

expresses her condition. Although failing to get a single
medal, much to our regret, we had our share of the college
honors. Out of fourteen men Beta Epsilon liad eight on the
stage commencement, as large a percent as any other chapter,

Bros. Sharp and Daniel represented the Phi Gamma and
Few societies respectively on Champion Debate, Bro. Sharp
is now editor-in-chief of the Emory Phoenix.

Delta Tau Delta had the following representatives com
mencement: Bro. Thomas in the Fresh., Bros. Cousins,
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Hutchins and Shipp in the Soph,, and Bros. Jolley and
Hutcheson in the Junior.

These facts are given in no spirit of boastfulness. Beta
Epsilon could and should have done better, and she intends to
do better hereafter. There is more enthusiasm in our chapter
than ever before, and I do not think that I exaggerate when I
say our prospects are more inviting. Plans have been settled
upon for a chapter house. This statement doesn't mean that
the thing has simply been discussed, but that a plan has been
proposed and adopted by which Beta Epsilon will have a chap
ter house.

We had quite an enjoyable spread on June gth. Toasts
were in order, and we were told by our alumni how influential
and permanent were the principles that Beta P^psilon had
taught them; and how, as time passed, the Grecian fires were

still brightly burning on the Delta Tau Delta altar of their
hearts; and how they should burn on, sanctifying and making
them better. Altogether it was a bright spot in our fraternity
life and one never to be forgotten.

Our rivals are flourishing in honors as well as numbers.
The different clubs are now nearer on an equal footing than

they have been in a long time. It is impossible to discriminate.
Some excel at one thing and some at another,

Bro. R, B, Daniel will represent I5eta Epsilon at the Karnea,
Before closing it is but fitting to acknowledge merit and

duty well performed, and I thank Bro, Kendric C. Babcock for
the scholarly, business-like manner in which he has handled the
Rainbow, W. T. Hutcheson.

BETA zeta�BUTLER UNIVERSITY.

The 36tli session of Butler University has just closed. The
session has been a most enjoyable and profitable one to all.
Few things have occurred to mar the pleasures of college life,
and the students all leave feeling that life at Butler is very
pleasant. The enrollment for the year was 234, or about 33)^
per cent above last year. The outlook for next year is good,
and with our new president, Prof. Scott Butler, and some valu
able additions to the faculty, it is expected to raise the
attendance of the next session at least 33!^ per cent more. In
course, thoroughness of work done, and faculty, Butler stands
second to none of the colleges of Indiana.

The great number of entertainments, parties, &c,, this last
term have somewhat detracted from the class-room work, and
lowered the general average of some of the socially inclined
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students, but generally speaking, the college work has been
satisfactory to both students and professors.

Outside the class-room, Butler has certainly made a brilliant
record in everything except baseball. In football our record
will compare favorably with any college. During the three
years in which there were state leagues, Butler has never lost
a game; this record, I think, is hard to beat, and Delta Tau
Delta is proud of the honors gained by her men in these games.
In oratory, our old record of last place in the state was broken,
our man taking 3rd place, and running DePauw uncomfortably
close for second. As for baseball we have nothing to say, our

team having won but one game, and that by a disgraceful
score. Baseball and "horse" cannot be played successfully at
the same time.

The ladies' Literary Societies have been doing fine vyork,
but those of the gentlemen are what might be termed a "fizzle".
Out of three, one has died entirely, and the other two might
as well die as to spend time doing worse than nothing, as they
are now. The spring exhibitions, giyen by the members, were

below the average in literary merit, and the attendance was

short of last year. This is, no doubt, due to the decline of
interest in society work. But nothing better need be looked
for as long as we have Monday holiday, and so much
"society."

The Y, M. C, A� and Y, W, C, A� have been doing noble
work, and we hope that their zeal will be nothing abated next

year.
In the fraternity world there have been many and varied

doings. 7f Tf; 7 'has a working force ol eighteen, two ot which
she graduated this year. Several of her members will not
return next year, but wjth the ones coming back, and some

returning that have been out, she will have a strong force, K
Jf 7' has every reason to congratulate herself.

Kappa Sigma, our new chapter, is doing remarkably well.
She graduated two men this spring, and has a force of five left
for next fall. Her boys are fine young men, and good stu
dents.

Sigma Chi has been flourishing the last year. She has
taken in some fine men and a good many of them. Her force
is ten active, and one post graduate. She graduated two (2)
men at the last commencement. In athletics she has the
battery and one player in the baseball team, and the quarter
back and full-back in the football team. She has also the
editor-in-chief of the college annual, and business manager of
the college paper. Another honor that beats the others is that
Sigma Chi is honorable in all contests both for men and honors.
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Phi Delta Theta is in good working condition�according
to her standard. She has initiated several good men this year,
one of whom is Mr. C. t:. Baker, our heavy half-back, and has
her share of college honors. She has the editor-in-chief of the
college paper, the orator and interstate delegate. Her working
force was sixteen, five of whom she graduated. In next year's
class she will have about five more; this will leave * A G

rather weak, as she has few men in the lower classes.
Beta Zeta of Delta Tau Delta is booming. During the

year, we have given two socials, a musical and a pan-hellenic,
all of which were pronounced decided successes. We began
the year with six actives; since then we have taken in seven

men, and one man returned, making us a working force of

fourteen, twelve of whom will return next year. Our new men

were the cream ol the lower classes, and Beta Zeta stands

upon firmer footing than she has for years. We have already
pledged one man. In college honors, we have had our share,
the president of the athletic association, the captain and busi

ness manager of the "Invincible Eleven", four of the rushhne,
and one half-back. On field day we took everything. C. M,

Sharp, our last initiate, taking five out of eight entries, and L.

A. Thompson taking the other three. Thank fortune, we were

not represented on the baseball team. Of the twelve perform
ers on spring exhibition. Delta Tau had five, and the best

performances of both exhibifions were given by Delts. The

Graydon prize in Sophomore Greek was taken by E. H. Clifford.
In average grades we will run about four per cent above ^ A &.

We have the business manager of the "annual" and other

officers, society, cla.ss, &c., that I have neither time nor space
to mention. Socially we do not claim to stand first, as the

social "swim" is too "dizzy" for solid work; however our boys
are by no means slow. Delta Tau has all the year been striving
to keep up a warm social relation among the fraternities, and

at the Pan Hellenic it seemed that our desire would be accom

plished, but we have found to our sorrow that we were warming
in our breast the viper that has stung us; that viper was S> A G.

Beta Zeta would love to dwell in peace, but there is a time

when endurance ceases to be a virtue, and to that point we

have come with Indiana Gamma of Phi Delta Theta.

The name of our delegate to the Karnea is T. A, HalL

Mr W F Clark will accompany him. As for general sugges
tions for the Karnea, I have none just at present, but it is our

desire that the spirit that manifested itself in the Northern

Conference should permeate the Karnea,
^^^^
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BETA ETA UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA,

Another year is finished, and another page of Beta Eta's

history has been written. On the whole, the year has been
a pleasant and successful one with us, and its close finds Delta
Tau Delta at the University of Minnesota in a prosperous,
flourishing condition. We lost no men by graduation this year,
and so expect all of our boys back again in the fall, ready for
another year of successful work. At present we are twelve,
not a large chapter, but a goodly number for Beta Eta. We

have three members in the class of '92, two of '93, six of '94,
and one, a new brother of '95, initiated after examinations were
ended. Our aforesaid new brother is Ernest A. Wright, of
Minneapolis, whom we introduce with pleasure to the Frater

nity, He has been in the University taking special work

during the past year, so we know him well. He will return

next year as a regular. He had opportunities to join other
fraternities at the University, who initiate "Specials", but

preferred to wait so that he might become one of us.
He was initiated on May 28th, and the occasion was honored

by a banquet of the active chapter, and resident alumni. The
occasion was in every respect a most enjoyable one.

We have besides, two loyal Delts in the Medical College,
and one in the faculty. Brother Schumacher who has been
for the past three years an instructor in the University intends
to go next year to Cornell, where he will make a specialty of
mathematics. Beta Omicron will find in him a strong addition.

At the beginning of last year we were decidedly weak in
numbers. Only three Delts were on hand at the opening of
the fall term, and some of our rivals began to hope that the
strength of Delta Tau Delta in the University of Minnesota
was at last broken. But they were doomed to bitter disappoint
ment. What we lacked in numbers vve made up in zeal. Soon
six of the best men of '94 were wearing the Delta Tau jewel.
One by one the other boys came back, and the beginning of
the second term found us as strong as ever.

Delta Tau Delta at the University of Minnesota Is

undoubtedly in the front rank. We have our rivals, to be sure,
but there is no fraternity here that outranks us. We are weak
in no respect. We stand well socially, and enjoy as much of
the best soeiety in the University as is compatible with good
college work, but we try to bear in mind that if we get a fair
return for the four years we are permitted to spend in college,
we must obtain something more than fun. So we make every
thing secondary to college work, and though we seldom furnish
the University with his valedictorians, yet we take pride in the
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fact that every man has won for himself a good, respectable,
and in some instances, high standing in his classes. Every
member of Beta Eta makes it his first and foremost endeavor
to merit the respect and confidence of all who know him.
Most of the boys are church members, and those of us who are

not have to keep pretty straight for the sake of maintaining
the general peace.

We are not politicians, but secure our fair share of the

college honors, which is all we ask. Last year we had the

president of the freshman class; business manager of the

junior annual, the Gopher: president of one literary society, and
vice-president of the other. We have also secured the election
of one of our men to an editorship on next year's Gopher. One
of our freshmen, P, J, Neff, secured second place in the annual
oratorical contest. We had two men on this year's glee club,
and one on the baseball team. Of the eleven fraternities

represented in the University, the chapters now claiming
allegiance to A 'I' A,X '^f, A KE, W T, are the oldest and most

powerful They are just about evenly matched, save in num

bers. The others are ^ K W. ^ P A, B & If A T, 2X,AAE,
and ^ A Q. They all have good men. and promise sometime

to make things Interesting for their older rivals.
Besides these, <P J *, Law, and ^ N, Medical, each have a

chapter here, , , t �

J zJ7i; (local) expects to receive a chapter oM ^ * in the

fall it having been organized with that end in view,
0 $, (local) whieh has so long held forth In the University

has at last secured a chapter of IF 1" for which they had been

persistent petitioners for ten years. We do not believe that

the standard of 'F Twill be lowered either by the University
she has entered, or the chapter she has secured.

We have the very best of feelings toward all of our rivals,
and with possibly one exception have every reason to believe

that this good feeling Is reciprocated.
The University is in a most prosperous condition. The

appropriations made by the recent Legislature were liberal, and
will be wisely expended in building new quarters for the medi

cal college, and in increasing the library. P. J, Neff.

BETA THETA�UNIVERSITY OF THE SOUTH.

We have added two men to our number this term, which

brings us back to our old round dozen, Mr, Sam, W. Small.

Jr., of Georgia, and Mr. Charles M. Tobin, of Texas, were

initiated with much rejoicing and banqueting at the end of last
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April, We believe the repute of the chapter, both in the
class room and amongst the students, will gain by their
accession.

Our commencement is not until August, so that we have
no list of honors to announce. We hope to hold our own

when the time comes.

Our anniversary banquet takes place on the 23d Inst.
Several of our alumni will be with us, and we are making, prep
arations for a very gay and festive time.

You ask for the standing of our rivals. A TD, leads the
list with some^twenfy-five active and honorary members. The
first fraternity established here, she has always maintained a

high prestige and a large enrollment. She has in her chapter
three men whom we asked, and we have two men whom she
asked. Omega chapter of A TD,. is the banner chapter of that
fraternity. The cmly other chapter that we look upon as a

serious rival is.O. chapter of 2A K. This chapter, the second
established here, has some seventeen or eighteen men, one of
whom was invited to join our chapter, while we have two men

who were invited to join that chapter. 2AE hvid this year the
orator and delegate to the Inter-State Oratorical Association.
and recently the "best old member" in ^ E Literary Society.
The other fraternities represented here are ^ A G, Jf 2, KA
and 2 N, all of which, except the last, own chapter houses,

B G is, we think, in fairly good condition. Fraternity
spirit is good, and the standing of our men both In scholarship
and athletics is above the average, as we think. We have the
presidents of both literary societies, the Magazine editor, and
two out of four of the inter-society essay contestants; so we
think that from a literary standpoint, also, we are not behind
our fellows.

Our Karnea delegate is Hudson Stuck,

BETA KAPPA�UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO.

The celebration of the fourteenth anniversary of the
University of Colorado brought to a close her most successful
year on the 26th of May. The graduating class of '91 numbers
fourteen, the largest ever graduated in the history of the insti
tution. Of this number nine are from the college, and five from
the medical school. The class graduating from the Preparatory
School, although quite large, is not at all strong in fraternity
material, but the prospects are good that the college will receive
a large number of students from the high schools throughout
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the state. With the exit of the class of '91 Beta Kappa loses
two members�Bros, Wilson and Sternberg,

Beta Kappa takes pleasure in greeting the new chapter of
Sigma Alpha Epsilon recently established here. The Sigmas
began operations with five charter members, among which is
some of the good fraternity material of the school, and we

bespeak for them success.

A short time ago we had the pleasure of entertaining at a

banquet Prof. Paul H, Hanus A '81. formerly professor of
mathematics at the U. of C, for the past year professor of
Psychology at the new Normal Institute. Prof. Hanus will go
to Harvard next year, having received the appointment of
assistant professor of Pedagogy. He gave us an Instructive
and entertaining talk concerning the value of fraternity life, as
also did other brothers present.

At the last meeting of the regents Mrs, Bell, widow of the
late Dr. J, W, Bell, was appointed assistant to the professor of
German and French. The appointment gives universal satis
faction.

Beta Kappa has chosen Delos Holden '93 to represent
her at the 31st Karnea, and also at the Conference of the VVestern
Division.

The end of the school-year found Beta Kappa in good
condition, and with prospects bright for the coming year,

Guy SriiRNBERG.

BETA MU�TUFTS COLLEGE.

Now as the colleges are about to close, it was thought
proper by the editor that a few questions should be answered

concerning our chapter that would be of interest to our other

chapters.
Tufts College opened Sept, 19, and had a large entering

class.
In the fall the football season vyas inaugurated and was a

fair success, but next year a stronger team is looked for. As
the winter approached, evening parties, and class and society
banquets held full sway, except during examination week.

In the spring quite an interest was manifested in base ball.
but the team did not come up to our expectations. May 29 the

junior promenade was held, and was a great success.
Class Day came June 12, and being the first for four years,

a brilliant event was looked for. and such it Indeed was.

With the chapter nothing of unusual interest has happened
since we, as we have said, initiated eleven men this year, nearly
all of whom were rushed by our rivals. The condition of our
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chapter is excellent, and for a chapter that has been established

only three years and having twenty-three men on its roll, all

ranking high in the college, it speaks for itself.
Our rivals, the Theta Delta Chi and Zeta Psi are both

strong chapters, and naturally quite a rivalry e.xists.
The name of our delegate to next Karnea is Bro. Chase.

Bro. White will attend also.
In scholarship tills year, Bro, Rose has lead the graduating

class, and Bro, White graduates, being the best qualified man

that has ^j'f/' graduated from our divinity school.
Among the lower classmen, Bros, Hodgdon, Petrle, Benton,

Wade and Blackford, may be mentioned as winning honors.
In athletics we have stood well, and at our P"ield Day four
first and two second prizes were captured by Delts,

F. M, Carr.

BETA OMICRON� CORNELL UK! VKkSITY,

To give a complete review of college work, and work of B
O would require too much space ; I therefore will only give a

brief outline of work, and mention the principal points. There
has recently been established a school of Philosophy here which
promises, with present prospects, to become the finest in the
world. The following are a few of its professors: Dr. Schurman,
dean and professor of Philosophy ; S. G. Williams, professor
of Pedagogy ; the Rev, C. M, Tyler, professor of the History
and Philosophy of Religion and Christian Ethics, The course

in Chemistry has been discontinued, owing to the few who enter
it. Arrangements liave been made that students taking a

literary course can, with an additional year, also graduate in
law, which reduces the two courses by one year.

The new Library Building is nearly completed, and will be
ready for occupation by the opening of the college year. In a

few weeks there will be three new buildings in course of erection
�viz : Law Building, Agricultural Hall, and annex to Gymna
sium -all of which will be the best that money can furnish.
The annex will be fitted up with very latest apparatus, and will
contain a swimming tank.

Several of our most prominent professors have accepted
calls fj-om other universities. In law we lost Prof. Burdick who
went to Columbia, But in return we get Prol. Hughes, Colum
bia's best professor in law.

Honors secured by Deltas duringspring term are numerous,

Bro. Mansfield was chairman of Clas.s Day and P~inance
Committees, and had also the honor of being one of the orators
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on the Commencewent stage. Bro, Heath received special
mention in his work on German and Romance languages, Bro.
Cauffman received honorable mention on his thesis. Bro.
Dickinson has been awarded the prize of fifty dollars (S50)
offered by the History and Political Science association for the
best essay on "Electoral Corruption : its Causes, Extent, and
Remedy". The judges were Hon, C. R, Adams, Hon. J, H.
Choate, and Hon, Geo. Wm. Curtis, who were unanimous In
their decision.

Bro. Kranz "stroked" our Freshmen crew to victory at
New London to-day. Our boys defeated the Columbia Fresh
men crew by four boat lengths, and made best time ever made,
two miles in 10.38,

Bro, Sliantz represents Delta Tau Delta on the Cornellian
Board, which is Cornell's annual, published by the junior class.

As you see from the above. Beta Omicron holds quite a

number of honors in her college work. Socially she is also "in
It". At the senior ball she was well represented, and occupied
one of the finest booths in the hall. That it was furnished up
to the queen's taste is useless to say.

We have again rented our house for another year. It is

neatly furnished and has accommodation for eighteen men.

Financially we are in as good a condition as our rival chapters.
and even better, considering the time we have been established.

To give status of rival chapters would fill volumes, as there
are so many here, which will necessitate my deferring it until
later.

Two new chapters have been lately established here�

Sigma Alpha Epsilon, and Delta Phi, the latter having some

good men.

Prospects for next year are good. Fourteen of the boys
expect to return, and there are four or five new men coming to

Cornell whom we arc sure of getting. Our delegate for Karnea
is Bro. P, C, Adams. � O, Shant/.,

BETA SIGMA�BOSTON UNIVERSITY.

Boston University, the happy home of B S, is in a pros

perous condition. She offers one hundred and fifty coursesto

the students In the college department, neariy all of which
have been given the past year. The faculty of next year will
be larger than ever before, and the indications are that the

entering class will outnumber its predecessors. The college
has won, and is sustaining the reputation of being an institution
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where the students are in earnest, and are making the most of
their college years.

Our chapter, with these auspicious surroundings, reports a

successful year. Not only is our scholarship good, but the
flame of Deltaism burns brightly. We are proud of our frater
nity and we mean that Beta Sigma shall ever honor her chapter
roll. Bro, Oscar Storer, a true Delta through and through, is
to represent us at the Karnea, The rushing season has opened
with flattering prospects, and wc expect to initiate some excel
lent men in the fall. At the last meeting of the year, we hailed
Mr. Harrison M. Webster '93 as brother, and we believe that
the chapter has added another strong man to its nuniber. Our
rivals seem to be in a good condition. G A X has thirty-one
men, B G 77 has twenty-six, wdiile we have only fourteen. But
we intend to hold loyally to the traditions of our fraternity and
to regard qualify first, and quantity afterwards.

We have an assistant editor and a business manager on

"The University Beacon", the college magazine. By a recent
vote of the faculty, the editorial work of the editor-in-chief
counts as four hours per week of electives throughout the year ;
that of the assistant editors counts as two hours per week.
The work of the assistant editors is submitted for appro
val to the professor of English Literature. This is a new

departure in college journalism and, as far as we know. Boston
Uniyersity has taken the initiative in the matter. Our Junior
class has published the college annual, "The Hub". The new
astronomical observatory is an important addition to the scien
tific equipment of the college, "It is furnished with a refracting
telescope of seven inches clear aperture, manufactured by
Clacey, with equatorial mounting and driving-clock by Fauth
and Company. F'or purposes of undergraduate class-instruction
few, if any, of the observatories devoted, to original sidereal
research are well adapted. It is intended to make practical
instruction the leading aim In the administration of this observ
atory."

For a long time, athletics has been a theme for flights of
fancy, but at last a more substantial basis for them has been
laid. Our athletic association has secured tennis and base-ball
grounds a few minutes ride from the college. Wishing all her
sisters a pleasant and prosperous vacation, Beta Sigma says
good-bye till fall, Arthur E. ITaktwell,
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A.

'73,�Walter H, Butler, of West Union, la,, who has been
quite prominent in Iowa democratic circles for some years, and
last fall was elected congressman from the fourth Iowa district,
was made temporary chairman of the democratic state
convention held in Ottumwa. June 24, He is a radical tariff
reformer, and a "free silver" man, and opened the convention
with a ringing democratic speech, worthy of the immense and
enthusiastic gathering. The convention renominated Horace
Boies, of Waterloo, la,, for governor. This item Is of special
interest, from the fact that Gov. Boies' son, Herbert Boies, is a

Delta, initiated into the Omicron chapter, In 1886.

B.

'90,�L, W, Hoffman has been elected principal of the

high school at Brookfield, N. Y,, for the coming year. The
Rainbow sends him hearty greeting on this occasion, for the
editor graduated from that same high school in 18S1, and so

has a double right to congratulate him.

Jf,

'6g__The Rev. S, G, Updyke Is one of the regents of the

University of South Dakota, and since the recent trouble
between the students and the late president. Dr. Grosse, which
ended in the resignation of Dr. Grosse, he has been acting
president of the university, and professor of English literature.
The trouble in the university has been very serious, and feeling
has been very high both among the students and citizens of

Verinillion, and Mr. Updyke's position, at best an unenviable

one, has been ably filled.

/.

'7^._Chas. L. Ingersoll has resigned the presidency of the
Colorado Agricultural college, to become professor of agricul
ture at Ames, Iowa.

"This morning Professor Chas. L. Ingersoll, president
of the state agricultural college, made his farewell address to
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the students and faculty, in the lecture hall of the college. It
is unnecessary to say how generally regret is expressed at the

resignation of the professor, who, during his long tenure of the

responsible position, has won the esteem and affection not only
of the students and college officials, but of the community at

large,
" Professor Ingersoll came to the agricultural college nine

years ago, when the institution was in its infancy, and required
much nurturing care to develop its usefulness and bring it into

public favor. The fact that he has been eminently successful
in his unceasing efforts, is proved by comparing the present
standing, reputation and work of the institution, with its posi
tion when the professor took it under his wing. It is not
not strange, therefore, that all true friends of the agricultural
college should feel the greatest reluctance In bidding its able
president adieu, and in expressing their sentiments in reply to
the address the students spoke for the citizens of Fort Collins
and the whole people of Larimer county.

"'While crowding his heart and soul into the work of the
college, Professor Ingersoll was ever ready to aid, by his
influence, time and means, every good work, and thus attached
to himself a host of staunch and true friends.

"The faculty, in bidding good-bye to their esteemed princi
pal, presented him with a handsomely bound Webster's
dictionary. The alumni, as a mark of their esteem, handed to
him a silver water set, while the students gave a valuable and
well filled dressing case, which the professor acknowledged in
a few happily chosen remarks and with evident emotion. At
the close of the address President Ingersoll handed the keys
of office to Professor Lawrence, who holds them protein, until
the new president is appointed. We understand that Professor
Ingersoll leaves shortly to occupy the position of dean of the
Nebraska university,"�Ft. Collins Cor. Denver Republican, May
16, iSqi.

'77.�Albert Dodge has removed to Grand Rapids, where
he will continue to practice law.

'78,�George E, Breck has recently returned from an
extended European trip,

'78,�Frank E, Robson has gone to Detroit, where he
writes with Judge Van Zile of Charlotte to form the law firm
of Van Zile & Robson.

'80. Frank A. GuUey is director of the Arisona ItxperimentStation at Tucson.
'82,�Joseph E. Coulter is with the Grand Rapids Felt Boot

Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.
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'82.�LuciusW. Hoyt, lawyer, Denver, Colorado, has a little
daughter,

'82,�Pascal P. Nelson graduates from the dental depart
ment of Michigan University this year.

'82.�John R, Shelton is with the Sligh Furniture Co. of
Grand Rapids.

'85�Chas. B, Collingwood is chemist at the Experiment
Station at Tucson, Arizona, with F. A, Gullcy, '88.

'85,�Harris E, Thomas is a Circuit Court Commissioner in
Ingham Co,, Mich,

'87,� John L, Dawson with Pacific Boom Co, at Utsaladdy,
Washington.

'88�Paul M, Chamberlain was married April 23rd to Miss
Olivia L. Woodward of Chicago, They reside at Waynesbor-
ough, Pa,, where Bro. Chamberlain Is engaged as Mechanical

Engineer.
'88. �William J, Hinkson graduates this year from the

Pharmacy Department of the Michigan University,
'89,�P~rank M, Selbert takes his "M. D," from the Woos

ter Medical College of Cleveland, O,, in August.
'90,�Ben K, Bentley is located in Denver. Colorado.

T.

'78.�Daniel Gibbons, late of the Sunday Mercury of Phila
delphia, has gone to the Pacific coast, where he expects to locate
for some time,

'80,�A. B. Rieser, now of Reading, Pa., was recently elected
solicitor for the Board of Poor Directors of Berks Co,, Pa. He
Is also president of the American club, the leading Democratic
organization in the city of Reading,

'82,�On the night of May 5, the Delta boys gathered at

Copeland's cafe and banquetted in honor of Prof. Walter J,
Bausman, who set sail on the following day for Europe, where
he will pursue a several years course in music at the conserva

tory in Berlin. Sometime previous to his departure, a banquet
was served at the Hamilton Club-house, Lancaster, in compli
ment to the same gentleman. The hall and tables were elabor
ately decorated with flowers, and in the center of the table was

a miniature ship, surrounded by a sea ofmirrors. The ship was

decorated with German and American flags and christened
"Rheinland".

'82,�O. R. Snyder, formerly a lawyer located at Greens-
burg, Pa., is now in the employ of the government at Harrisburg,
Pa,

'84,�Dr. Norman J. Blackwood has embarked, as surgeon.
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on the U. S, navy ship Vermont for a cruise of several years
in foreign waters,

'88,�A, S. Glessner has accepted a call to the Reformed

charge at Mann's Choice, Pa.

BH.

Ex '86,�A, W. Jones recently graduated from the George
town Medical College, Washington, D, C.

Ex '86.�"Miss Kate Bird Cross, eldest daughter of Capt, J.
N. Cross, was united in marriage to PVancIs Clinton Shenehon

yesterday at 1 1:30 a, m,, in the presence of relatives and a few
university friends. The house was decorated prettily. The
ceremony was performed by Rev, R. T. Cross, the bride's
uncle. The bride and groom left at 7 o'clock for Sault Ste,
Marie, where Mr. Shenehon has a government position as

engineering inspector on the locks and canal now being con

structed. The bride is a leading member of the Kappa Kappa
Gamma fraternity, and the groom is a Delta Tau Delta."� A/;h-
neapolis Journal, May 75, 'gi,

'86^'89,�Prof. W, Y. Webster, superintendent of schools
of Moorhead, Minn., and J, Paul Goode, professor of Science
in the Normal School at the same place, left Minneapolis, June
19, for an extensive tour, mainly by the bicycle route. Their
flrst objective point was Madison, Wis. They expect to visit
Chicago, Ann Arbor, Detroit, Cleveland. Chautauqua. Niagara
Falls, Elmira, and perhaps the Thousand Islands, returning via
the Great Lakes. They will hold down their respective places
in Moorhead next year.

Ex '88.�C, H. Webster has returned from California and
is engaged in city engineering in West Superior, Wis,

'88,^Bruno Bierbauer graduated from the New York
Homeopathic Medical College, Apr, 8th, with honorable men

tion. Ashe has been appointed house physician in the Brooklyn
Homeopathic Hospital, he will remain In that city for one

year at least. During the past year he has been one of the
two managing editors of The Chironian, a semi-monthly maga
zine published by the students of the college.

'88,�Frank N, Stacy, who, after leaving the University,
went to Howard Lake, Minn,, and became editor and proprietor
of the Howard Lake Herald, has accepted a position on the
Minneapolis Tribune as editorial writer. This position on one of
the leading morning papers of the northwest, was recently
filled by Dr, Albert Shaw, who resigned to become editor of
the American edition of the Review ofReviews, and the offer
of the position to Mr, Stacy is a high compliment to his
ability.
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Ex '88,�Chas, C, Rollit, rector of St, James Church at

Fergus Falls, Minn., was married to Miss Mary L. Manning,
April 15, at the Holy Trinity Church, Minneapolis,

'89,�Kendric C, Babcock will continue next year in his

position as instructor in History and English in the University
of Minnesota, He will attend the National Educational
Association meeting In Toronto, in July, and from there go to

his old home in Central New York to remain till Karnea time
in August,

'90,�John F. Hayden is engaged in railroad engineering
on the Great Northern Line in Montana, near Demersvllle.

�go,�Fred II. Oilman, who returned from railroad work

on the Northern Pacific in Idaho, late in the winter, is now a

reporter on the Minneapolis Times.

'go, �Max West, last year Assistant Editor of the Rainbow,
is still on the reportorial staff of the Minneapolis Tribune. ,and,
with Bro, Stacy, Gilman, and Arthur W. Warnock, who is

\s.^or\^\Vi%{ox "Can Evening Journal, and Babcock of the Rain

bow, constitutes the very select organization known as the

"Delta Press Club". Like most clubs its object is to eat, and

in this case at the expense of the man with the most money,
Ex '93 �Harry L. Batchelder is engaged In St. Paul in the

ofljce of the C, M� St, P, and O. R, R.
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# zJ 0 and '2 N have entered the University of Minnesota
and rumor has it that^ A ^ and & A X will be open for con

gratulations at the same place in the fall.

Last year three colleges completed Y. M, C, A. buildings,
Cornell at a cost of S6o,000, Hamilton at a cost of ^30,000, and
Johns Hopkins of S20,ooo, These colleges are enthusiastic
over the success of their efforts,�0 A X Shield. June.

There are now thirteen Greek letter societies at De Pauw,
nine fraternities and four sororities, having an active member
ship of about 250, with sixty pledged members.� 'The Beta
Theta Pi, May.

At Boston University, the faculty have voted to allow work
on the college paper, the University Beacon, to count as hours
in the course, allowing four hours per week to the managing
editors, and two hours per week to each of the assistants,�
Mail and Express.

Dr. Seaver, of Yale, has compiled statistics of tobacco users

in the present senior class. Seventy per cent, do not use

tobacco in any form. Of all who received appointments 84.3
per cent, did not use it. In the Junior class, of those who
received appointments, 95 per cent, did not use it,�� A X
Shield, June.

Lafayette has elected as president Mr. Ethelbert D. War-
field, who for two years has been president of Miami. The
incident recalls the fact that years ago Miami called and
secured from Lafayette President George junkin, its founder.
Subsequently Lafayette called him back, and he returned to
his first \o-vc.� 'The Bela Theta Pi, May.

A monthly literary magazine, The Inlander, has been added
to the list of the Michigan University publications. It is
conducted by a board of six seniors from the literary depart
ment. Two members of the faculty, however, act as advisory
editors, and each conducts a department,� 'The Beta Theta Pi,
April.

It becomes the duty of the Quarterly to state that there is
no longer a chapter of A KE at Harvard University, This
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result is the direct outcome of the ultimatum given to the chap
ter by the fourty-fourth convention. The chapters of the

fraternity will find a complete statement of all the facts in

volved, in the special message prepared and for arded by the
council.� [�rf//ma/, D. K. E. Quarterly for April.

Alpha Delta Phi numbers among its membership more

celebrated college presidents than any other fraternity. This

is accounted for partly by the fact that she has continually
indulged in the practice of admitting honorary members. Her

list includes Presidents Elliot, of Harvard; Dwight, of Yale;
Gilman, of Johns Hopkins; Gates, of Rutgers; Darling, of
Hamilton; Chamberlain of Bowdoin; Pynchon. of Trinity;
Stifle, of Pennsylvania, and Raymond of Vassar.�77;^ EA

Journal, April.
By the will of a millionaire chemist of Philadelphia, the

University of Pennsylvania receives �700,000. Ot this amount

$500,000 goes to the Towne Scientific School for purchase of

implements or the erection o( buildings or both, and $200,000
to the university, to be used to pay free scholarships and_ to
furnish needy students with the means to pursue their studies.

No student is to receive more than S350 a year and not longer
than five years. The student forfeits the scholarship if he in

dulges in tobacco or becomes intoxicated.� TV/f Beta Theta Pi,
May.

It was a big success. There's no disputing that fact.

Yale was there, Cornell was there, Columbia, Brown, Kenyon
and many others, all in line around the banquet board. The

place was the Boody house, the time last evening, and the

occasion the first annual banquet of the Toledo Pan-Hellenic

society, an organization of Greek letter fraternity men residing
in and about Toledo, and representing the leading fraternities

and colleges of the United States, At 8:30 o'clock a reception
was held in the pariors. and at 9 o'clock the sixty gentlemen
assembled surrounded the banquet board. The table was its

entire length a mass of greenand roses, and presented a beau

tiful appearance. Ten courses were served, sandwiched in with

songs and all sorts of queer things people learn at college,�
Toledo Bee. Apr. 22. ^,.. , j ^ -o ,

Delta Tau Delta was represented by Otto Landman, A 84,
and Wm. Watts T (prime) '74.

The annual publication of the senior class in the academical

department at Yale, known as ^'The Yak Class ^f"f - ^^" fj"^
some items of general interest. The rapid growth of the college
s shown by the size of the class, which will graduate with one
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hundred and eighty-seven men, surpassing the largest previous
class by thirty-seven, P"ifty members have been obliged to

depend largely on their own efforts for support. Of this
number seven have received no aid whatever from any outside
source. The most common ways of earning money have been

private teaching, managing eating clubs, canvassing in vacation
and services rendered to the college. The income of one man

alone from private teaching has been upward of S2,000. All
those who have supported themselves have ranked high in
scholarship. The facts furnished by this class go to show that
scholarship and athletics are not antagonistic. The propor
tion of the class on the appointment list is larger than that of
an}- previous class, while the record of the class in athletics in
general has never been equaled at Yale.

Undoubtedly, a chief reason why Psi Upsilon and Alpha
Delta Phi do not publish magazines, or at best only publish
them privately, is because they fear that the elenient of secrecy
will be banished. Many of our contemporaries have been very
lax in their ideas of discrimination concerning the things that
should be said and those that should be left unsaid. It is not
implied in this statement that the Quarterly has been blameless
in this respect, though we think she cannot be accused of any
grave departures from the fundamental principle of every
genuine Fraternity. We believe that future editors will find it
necessary to be even more careful and discriminating than
their predecessors have been. We have seen accounts of chap
ters exercises, convention doings, banquet speeches, etc., that
should never been made public property,

* � � * � # *

The magazines, however, are not alone to blame in this
matter. Our alumni and alumni organizations, together with
mongrel Pan-Hellenic gatherings, have given altogether too
-strong an impetus to this tendency. As fraternity men get
away from chapter traditions and meet men of other Greek-
letter organizations they seem to forget that the obligations
taken in the little chapter room were obligations for life; they
forget that strenuous endeavor for supremacy, that honorable
rivalry for leadership still continue at the various colleges, and
that if the veil of secrecy be rent in twain in the inspiration
that urges on the Greek and so makes him superior to the bar
barian, will be lost. -Editorial in A K E Quarterly, ApriL

Commenting on the above Editor Holmes of the G A X
Shield S3.ys:

No harm real or imaginary, would follow if the Greek Press
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did revolutionize some of the fraternity ideas of the old times.
These very "old time ideas" were probably the inciting
cause of the bitter opposition to fraternities encountered from
the faculties of most of the colleges. As the character of fra
ternities has been modernized by cultivating less of "bum" and
more of manhood, in proportionate ratio has the fraternity idea
won favor with college faculties. What better medium for the
dissemination of character lessons than the fraternity journal?
Is it necessary that a fraternity man be imbued with "super
stitious heathenism," or that the winsome words "initiation,"
"mystic shrine," etc., be surrounded with the smoky halo of
mythology, in order that he may be fully possessed of the
true fraternity spirit? Not one whit more than it is necessary
to be at open warfare with each other in order to keep up in
terest. We remember much during, our college experience
which was senseless and absolutely criminal.



THE ACTIVE MEMBERSHIP.

fit w'as onr intention to give a complete list of all the active members, and
it is certainly not our fault that the list is so incomplete. The initiates of this
vear, 18'JU-yl. are given in groups below the older chapter tnembership, with
chapter numbers. We have given the class and home residence so far as

possible; but alter extensive ransackingoffilcsof annuals, catalogs, Rainbows,
&c,, the list is all too imperfect,�Ed,]

A.

'94.Robt. Emerson (228),
J. Arthur Klingansmith (22'J).
Frank B, Livermore 1280|,

'93. Chas, A, Shatto (2,S1].
'94, Elias Patterson Kitt (232),

B.

"J2. F, W. Bush,
|, W. (Sinn,

'93, Geo, Ginn,
I no. A, Shott,

'92, B. O. Higley.
'93. H. R, Higley,

Athens, O,
Athens, 0,
Athens, O,

Sandvvdic, 0,
Rutland, 0,
Rutland, 0,

�94, Ceo. W. Brown (IRR),
E. L, Matlicnv, (ItiTl Barlow, 0,
Wm. M. Evans, (1G�1 Athens, O,

'93, C. R. Schneider ( 169 ),Porte rsville,
O,

E. W. Cable, Nelsonville, O.

r.

�94. W. Lee Johnson (18U,
'92, Jno. W, Tavlor(182l,
'94. Wm. A, H.McUvainc (184).
'93. Frank W. Jackson (185).

A.

Grd.CH, Rowell,
Grd, |Med,) (i, L, Kiefer, Detroit,

Mich,
Med, J no, H.Shapcr.CanajohancN.V,
'91, D. R, Anthony, Jr,, Leavenworth,

Kan,
Wm, J, Hinkson, Amadore, Mich,
A, C. Lewerenz, Detroit, Mich,
Chas. B, Warren, Ann Arbor,
Mich,

'91, A, L, Free, Paw Paw, Mich,
'92, Geo, J. Bunday, Albion, Mich,

S. M, Trevillick, Detroit. Mich,
Chas. I). Colby. Albion, Mich.

'93, S, F. Dibble, (113) Ann .\rbor,
-Mich,

'91-, Claude Corbusier, (114) Fort
Wayne, Ind,
F, M Guud, (115) Freeport, HI.
A. B.Robbins,(lie)KansasCity,
Mo,

E.

'91, E, A, Armstrong,
O, K, Lovejoy.
O. A. Leonard,
G, G, Newell,

'92, E, R, Loud, Albion, Mich,
A, J, Wilder.
C. B, Allen,
K, L, Parmcntcr, Alhion, Mich,

'93, Geo, P, Sheldon.
Thos.J, Sncll,

O, B, Warren, (122) St. Joseph,
Mo.

'94, C. E, Allen, (1201 Detroit, Mich.
H, D, Cushman, |121) Three
Rivers, Mich.

J.J, Roberts, (123) Battle Creek,
Mich.

W, II, Spente, (124) Detroit,
Mich.
Loyd Swartbout (125).

z.

'94. Chas, L, Swearingen, (21) Cleve
land, O.

Geo, W, Bierce,(24)Clcveland,0,
|ohu T, Parson, (23) Kent, 0.
S, D, Shanklaud, (22) Willough
by, O.
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'91. V, R, Andrew,
�92. A. V, Cannon,
'93, J, H, Simpson,

J, J. Campbell,

Medina, O.
Jesse, O.
Akron, 0.

Willoughby, O.

'94. ChasMignin, (122) Stryker, O.
Victor Herrick, (121) Akron, O,
Jno. F. Eddy, (123) Bay City,
Mieh.
0. F. Ferriman, (124) Medina, 0.

0.

'92, H, F. Blackwell, (1851
'93. Geo. W, Dodd, (186,)

7.
Frank Bauerle, Petosky,
Ch.-is, H, -A-lesander, Lansing.
W. F, Hopkins, Lansing,
W. G. C. Merritt, Battle Creek,
W. D, Grosbeck, Agr'l College,
W, F.Lyon, Detroit,
R, M, Kedgie, Grand Haven,
A. W, Chase.
J. W, Perrigo,
T. H. Gillis,
T. L, Pattison.
R. T. Bentlev,
H.M. Rich.'

Detroit,
Portland,

Traverse City,
Marengo,
Marshall,

Middkvilk,

Mich.
Mich.
Mich.
Mich,
Mieh,
Mich,
Mich,
-Mich.
Mich.
Mich.
Mich.
Mich.
Mich,

Jf.

H, A, Bates,
C. M. Brodie,
J. A. Cole,
H, R. Dewey,
W. B. Fife,
F. V. Hawley,
B, S. Hudson,
C, P. Hulce,
W, J. Leverett,
C. W. ilacomber,
T, D. Martindale,
J.S. Parker,
E. D. Reynolds,

Hillsdale, Mich,
Napoleon, Mich,

Cleveland, 0.
Hillsdale, Mich,

Marion, 0.
Brooklvn,Micli,
Hillsdale, Mich,

Whitewater, Wis,
Sioux Falls, S. Dak,

Goschen, ind.
Hillsdale, Mich.
Corunna, Mich.
Waldron, Alith,

'93. Fred R. Miller, (179) Mattison,
Mich,

'94, E, A. Martindale,(lSO)Hillsdale,
Mich,
Chas. H. Vaughn, (181) Spring-
ville, Mich.

M".
'91. Chas, S, Barnes, Newark, 0,

Herliert C.Marshall,Zanesvllie,0.
E, E. Persons, (from Psi) Nor-
walk, 0,

'92. Olin H. Basquin, Painesvillc, 0,
George P, Chatterton, Williams
burg, O,
Wilbur L, Y, Davis, Delaware, O,
John K, Doan, St. Miiry's, W, Va.
Geo, II, Gever, Pomcrov, O.

'92, John F, Keating, W. Miltoii, O.
'93, W. A, Draper,Washington C,H,,0.
'94. V.E, MeCa,skill.Warren5burg,Mo.
�93. E. Ryncarson, (137) Arcanum, O.
'94. H.X.Cameron, (134) Pittsburgh,

Pa,

J,F. McConnell, (1301 Dresden, O.
H, Y, Saint, (135) Delaware, O,
C, H, Brownell, (138) Washing
ton C, H,, O,

N.
'91. G. E. Varney, Watertown. Mass.

Fred H, Clymer. Reading, Pa,
G, Ridgway, Shawneetown, 111.
Simon V,. Marshall, Media, Pa.

'92. Henry B, Semple, Jr.. Easton, Pa.
'93, Wm, C, Caperton, Fire Creek, W.

Va,
�

'94. Edwin S. Clymer, (65) Reading,
Pa.

John K. English, (66) Elizabeth,
"�'�

0.

'92 (Law) B, P. Bolton (77)
" Will H. Jennings, (79)

'94. Bcaumond Appel, (80) ,

'92, (Law) Fitz Warren Thompson,
(SD

'91. J. M. Jamieson,
�92, L. H. Haworth,
'93. J, O. Watson,

H, H, Kartman,
J. R. Youtz,

Casey, la,
Indianola, la.
Chicago, III.

Indianola, la.
Commerce, la.

E. B. Henderson, Lake View. Ore.
Shei-man St ;ihi.Council Bluffs, la.

�94. H. R, Kern, (104) Chicago, Bl,
O. H, Woods, (105) Chariton, la.
Chas, R, Little, (106) Ann Arbor,
Mich,
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U.
'94. W- J, Rogers, (42)
'94.JohnS, Sharp, (43)

P.

'94. H Dudley Coleman (92) New Oi
lcans, La,

James Mc(?, Cox, (93) Morris-
town, N, J.
Henrv D, Lawton, (94) Hudson,
N, Y.
Rob't E. Hall, (95) Brooklyn, N.
Y.

'92. Harold Harrison. (96)

T.

'91. L. C, Harnish,
E, S. Hay,

'92, L Cal, Bolger,
J. G. Wingert,
E. E. Embolf,
Pa.

D, E, Master,
'93. Benoni Bates,

Lancaster, Pa.
licrlui, Pa,

Martinsburg, Pa,
Marchand, Pa,

Sprankle's Mdls,

Monroe, Pa,
Johnstown, Pa,

'92. E. P. Skvlcs (7(1) Jeannctlc, I'a,
'94. J. B. Detioff, (72) York, Pa,

H, C. Hillegas, (73) Pcnnsburg,
Pa.

C. C, H.DrechscI, (74) Lancaster,
Pa.

'91. W. E. Kampe,
H, M, Peckinpaugh,

'93. J. T. Montfort.
Claude Thixton,
J, A, Brackcnridge,
Jas. Woodward.
Fred C, Stephenson,

'94, D, I^eBell, (123)
Wm, A, Jenkins, (124)

X.

'92, C. T. Walkley, Wiiiton Place, O.
�93, W, S, Walkley, Wiiiton Place, 0,

A. E. Duerr, Ontario, O,

F, W. Bope, (26) Lancaster, O.
B. H, Williams, (27) Monroeyille,
O.

'94, F.J. DoolitLle, (28) Gambler, O,

'91, F. L. Billiard.
R. H, Herron,
S, B. Linhart,
H. J. Herrick,

'93. Carey .McAfee,
H. L, Graham,
E M. Crane.

Toledo, O.
Buffalo, Pa.

Pittsburgh, Pa,
Cleveland, 0,

'93. G, A. L, Dionne. (67)
J. W. Liggett,(65|
Frank P. Alien. (66)
Fred C. Herrick. (OS I
E, M, S, Houston. (69)
Geo. F, Schwartz, (70)

a.

C. A. B.dlreieh,
T. B. Hutton,
R, M. Dyer,

Des Moines, la,
.^iiues, la,
Ames, la.

'93. G. W. Woodring, (125)
E. M. Duroe, (126) Sioux Rapids,
la.
Chas.J, Wright, (128)
Ed. E. Smith, (127) Sioux Rap
ids. Ia.

E, J. Dcwcll, (129) Magnolia, la,
Edw, Kearney, (130) .Ames, la,
Ed, F, Smith, (13lj Monticello,
la,

BA.

'94, V, Norman McGhee. (56)
Chas, E. Pugh, (57)
Wm, W. Pugh, (58)
P'rank Coles, Jr. (59)

'92. Jas. L. Weaver. (G0|

BB.

S, S, Stratton, Jr,,
Arthur J. Taylor,
Selden F. Smvser,
Thad S, Allee',
Geo, F, Mull,
J, C. Vermdv,
|, CClow,

"

H, L, Rouse,
L. Whitcomb,
W. E. Caylor,

Richmond, Ind.
Roachdale, Ind.
Greencastle, Ind,

Mt, Meridian. Ind,
Manilla, Ind,

Brownstown, Ind.
Effingham, III

Jeflcrsonville, Ind,
Clinton, Ind,
Chicago, Hi.

Ed. Knox (G4) Livonia, Ind,
E, Murray Luther, (63) lilonntsvillc,

Ind.

W^
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B B continued.
Chas, B. Vigus, (62) Wabash, Ind,
Max Ehrman, (61 ) Terre Haute, Ind.
Arthur Whitcomh, (60) Chnton, Ind.
Arthur Baldndge, (65) Terre Haute,

Ind.
Willis Handlcy, (661 Thorntown, Ind,

B A.
Joel Clond,
Gco.D, Pollock,
H, H, Smith,
W, T. Kelly,
G, F. Johnson,
M. A, Lewis,

Thomson, Qa,
Rome, Ga.

Senor,-!, (5a,
Monticello, Ga.
Eatonton, Ga,
Eatonton, Ga,

'93, B. Garrard, (59) Nona, Ga,
'91, W, R, Jones, (60) Joneshoro, Ga.

BE.
'91. R. B. Daniel, Ilincsville, Ga,

J, A. Sharp, Walesca, Ga.
W, G. Crawley. Snajiping Shoals,
Ga.

'92. A. G. Brewton, Green, fia.
W, T. Hutcheson,Winterville,Ga.

'93. G. S. Hutchins, Suwanee, Ga,
F. 1!, Shipp, Winterville, Ga,
L.J. Steele, Decatur, (Sa,
R, E, Bailey, Jefferson, Ga.

C. P. Cousins,(57)Joncsboi-oiigh,
Ga.

J, G, Sessoms, (601 Sessoms, Ga.
'94. B. C, Cheatham,r56)\Vadley,na.

J. L. Harrison, (58) Chaunccy,
Ga.
David Y. Thomas,! 59) Cayce, Ga,

BZ.
�91. Robert Hall, Mnncie, Ind.

EugeneJ. Davis, Irvington, Ind.
Wm, F, Clarke, Mt, Aubnrn, Ind.

'92, Thos, A, Hall, Irvington, Ind.
'93, E, F. Ilummell, Irvington, Ind.

Will D. Howe, Irvington, Ind,
L.A.Thompson, Irvington, Ind.

�94. E. T. Forsyth, I 72 (Trafalgar, Ind.
W, M, Kern (73) Williams, Ind,
M. H. McCallum, (74) Fritatown,
Pa.

'93, Ed H. Clifford, (75) Indianapolis,
Ind.
F. L, Jones, (76) Kokorao, Ind,

�94, F. B, Holder, (77) Irvington, Ind.
C. M. Sharpe, (78) Irvington,Ind.

BU.

A, J, Schnmacher, St. Paul, Minn.
Med, G.'A, Chilgrcn, Norseland, Minn,
Med, E, J. Batchelder, So, Stdlwatcr,

Minn,
'92. Geo. D. Head, Minneapohs,Minn,

Lyman L, Pierce, Stockton, N. Y.
Paul E. Kenyon, Fargo, N. Dak.

'93, H. L, Hart ley,Minneapolis,Minn.
J, M, Hogeland, St. Paul, Minn.

'94. Frank A. Barney, (33) Minne
apolis, Minn.

W. S. Abernethy, (35) Minne
apolis, Minn.
RalphJ. Sewall, (36) Minneapolis,
Minn,
Frank A, Gutterson, 137) Owa
tonna, Minn.
IlaroldJ, Richardson, (38) Roch
ester, Minn,
PoiterJ,Neff, (34) Bushnell, 111,

BI.

'93. Chas. B, Thorne (22).
E, K, O'Brien (23|,
W, A. Covington (241.

'94. H, L, Roberts (25,)
'92. Wm, II, Calhoun (26).

BA.

�91 , Jas. A, McClurg, Meadeville, Pa.
'92, Chas. M. Case, Minneapolis,

Minn.
Geo, P. Case, Minneapolis, Minn.
Edwin Dodge, Gouvcrneur, N. Y.

�93. S. L. (Sraham, Jr., Pinewood,
Tcnn.

Joseph O, Mattison, |r,, Augusta,
Ga,

'94, Victor A. Johnson, (9) St. Paul,
Minn.
Paris M. Dunnington, (10) Miu-
nea]iolis, Minn.
W, McC. Hall, (111 Lancaster,
Pa,

B N.

'94, Grey Estey (19).
John P. LabruisBe(21).
Henry R. Batchelder (22).
Wm. G.Blake (20).

1 � ^
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BU.
'91. Med,, J, S, Winters (17),
'94. C, Aug, Dupre (18|.

B&.

R, M, W. Black.
W, T, Manning,
Louis Tucker.
W, (i, Browii,
W, L. Xichol, Jr.
W, M, Bostwick, Jr.
Undson Stuck,
H. C. Hai-ris.
SpiTiille Burford.

JJ K continaei}.

Harrv Wrenn (57).
Sam."W. Small, Jr, (59).
C, M. Tobin (60),
Sebastian King, Johnston, (58)

BO.

Grd. W. M, McConakey.Washington,
Pa.

Grd. W, W, Florer, Greencastle, Ind.
'91. M. Cauffman, Rochester, N. Y.

C. C, Dickinson, Cobeskill, N. Y.
E, B. Foote, Hamburg, N. Y,
B, H, Heath, Hamburg, N. Y,
E, G. Mansfield, Ithaca, N, Y,

'92, H.B.Saunders, Hamburg, X. Y.
A, H, Meyers, Columbia, Pa,

'93, P, C. Adams, Randolph, N. V,
J, S. Burr. Brooklyn, X. Y,
L, K. Malvern, Ithaca, N, Y,

'94. Guy Webster, Sparrow's Point,
Md.

'93. O, Shantz, (16) Ithaca, N, Y.
II. F.Moore, (20) Holvoke,Mass.

'94, W. G. Kranz, (15) Berlin, Can.
W. L, Elkins, (171 Pittsburg, Pa,
Q, A, Scott, (IS) Pittsburg, Pa,
R. Clarke, (19) Poughkeepsie, N,
Y.

J. W. Mahley, (21) Edinburgh,
Ind.

R, F, Ives, (22) Brooklyn, X. Y,
H, D. Gibbs, (23) Ithaca, N. Y,

BK.
�92. Chas, R. Btirger, Boulder, Col.
'93. Arthur Durward, Valmont, Col.

�93. Delas Holden.
John C. Nixon,
"W, W. Putnam,

'91. Guy Stern Ijerg,

Pueblo, Cob
Greeley, Col.
Greeley, Col,
Boulder, Col.

Harry N. Wilson, Longmoiint,
Col,'

�93, Edwin J, Ingram, (23) Boulder,
Col,

'94. Grant Pitzer, (24) Boulder, Col.

BM.

'91. C, S, Davis, Somerville, Mass,
W, H, Fiske, Somerville, Mass,
W, C, Pottle, Somerville, Mass,
H, K, Rose, Portsmouth, N, H,
FredW.Teele, Somervdle, Mass,
Benj, F. Thompson, Winchester,
Mass.
Wm, S, White, Cleveland, 0.

'92. Harry Blackford. El Dorado, O.
Fred M, Carr, Somerville, Mass,
F, H, Doane, Newtonvdie, Mass.
Chas. F. Holbrook, Stoughton,
Mass.

'94, Fred D. Lambert, Loon Lake, N,
Y,

'93, Frank L. Aldrich, (20) Thomp
son. Conn,
Harry G, Chase, (17) West New
iicrry. Mass,
H. H.'Weston, (18) E. Somerville
Mass.

'94. H. E. Benton, (19) Anisquam
Mass.
Curtis H, Dickins, (16) Philadcl

phia. Pa.
Fred C. Hodgdon, (26)Walthani
Mass,

Virgil L. Lclghton, (25) Dcering
Me,
Harry E, Lesh, (22) W. Alexan
dria, O.
OmerG. Petrie, 121) El Dorado
0.
Chas. C. Stroud, (23) Holderness.
N. H.
Chas, St, C. Wade, (24) W. Som
erville, Mass,
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B2.

'91, Wilbur T. Hale, Fitchburg.Mass,
'93. Arthur E. Hartwell, Newton

Highlands, Mass.
Harry L. Hartwell, Newton
Highlands, Mass.
Frank W, Hutt, Boston, Mass.
Elbridge B. Lincoln, Jamaica
Plain, Mass,

'92, Herbert R. Roberts, Brookliiie,
Me,

'93. Hovcy L. Shepherd, X.E.Harhor,
Me,

Geo, W. R, Snell, East Burke, Vt,
'92. Oscar Storer, Morrill, Me.

B S continued.

'94. John K. Chaffee, (20) Boston,
Mass.

'93.JosephA,Ewart, (19) Lawrence,
Mass.

Frederick S. Miller, (23) Boston,
Mass.

�94. Fred R. Miller, (21) Roxburv,
-Mass.

'91, Willard Pell, (18) Boston, Mass.
'94, Harland H. Ryder, (22) Rock.

Mass,
'93, Harrison M, Welisler (24) Mab

den, Mass.



ATo.mc
'HORSFORD'S ACID PHOSPHATE.
Prepared according to the directions ofProf E. X. Horsford,

This preparation Is recommended by physicians as a most
excellent and agreeable tonic and appetizer. It nourishes and
invigorates the tired brain and body, imparts renewed energyand vitality, and enlivens the functions,
Dr, Ephkaim Batkman, Cedarville, N. J,, says :
" I have nsed it for BBvernl yeaxB, not only in my practice, but in my own

individaal case, and consider it andsr all eircnmstances one of the beat nerve
tonics that we possess. Fur menial (tihaustiou and overwork it gives renew
ed strength and vigor to the entire eystem."
Descriptive pamphlet sent free on application to

Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R, I.
BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES AND IMITATIONS.

Cautios :�R.i snre lire woid - HORBFOKD'S " is PRINTED on the lahel. All others
itre spQTlons, NEVElt SOLD IN ECIJl,

. ,

American College Fraternities
BY

WM. RAIMOND BAIRD, M,E� LL.B.
(FOnRTH EDmON, tS90,)

This work, first published in 1879, is the recognized authority on

all matters concerning; the system of fraternal organizations exist

ing yi the colleges and universities of the United States.

It cbnlahis; a chapter on the features common to the majority of
the fraternities ; a full accodnt of the General, Local, Ladies', Pro

fessional and Honorary Fraternities. Chapters concerning- the inac

tive organizations, miscellaneous societies ; a directory of chapters
giving the names of the institutions in which the chapters are lo

cated ; lists of annuals and colors ; a chapter on the legal status of
thefraternities, a defence of ihe system, and valuable tables.

One volume, square i2mo, 360 pp.,
il illustrations. Will be sent post
paid on receipt of price,

$2,00 per Copy.

Send inyour orders through thisfourfial.



Official Jeweler to the Fraternity.

J. F. NEWMAN,
OFFICIAL JEWELER�. FRATERNITY

�MAMnrAOTURin o?~-

Delta gau Delta gadges,
BUTTONS, RINGS AND OTHER JEWELRY.

BEST QUALITY. Send for Price List. finest finish.

1� Jolin. Street. 3>TeTj7- "2'oxIe.


